Unit 2: Good and Evil
Learning Competency
The students will evaluate and articulate how competing interests and
needs have shaped cultural changes amongst Inuit.
Learning Competency
The students will demonstrate a knowledge and awareness of the
association between traditional beliefs and issues related to culture.
Learning Competency
The students will analyze the factors that shape identity.
Learning Competency
The students will give examples of historical tension in relationships
between social groups and make associations to possible causes.
Language Development
Conflict- a fight, battle, or struggle
Tension- barely controlled hostility or a strained relationship between people
or groups
Good- morally excellent; virtuous; righteous; pious: a good man
Evil- morally wrong or bad; immoral; wicked: evil deeds; an evil life
Relationships- an emotional or other connection between people: the
relationship between teachers and students
Social organization- the people in a society considered as a system organized
by a characteristic pattern of relationships
Ghosts- a demon or spirit
Ambivalent- uncertainty or fluctuation, especially when caused by inability to
make a choice or by a simultaneous desire to say or do two opposite or
conflicting things
Harmony- agreement; accord; harmonious relations

Social balance- achieving equity within society, a balance in power and goods, a
just society

Materials
Blackline masters 1.11-1.20

Background
In addition to the readings that are provided for students in this unit, teachers
can look to additional chapters from In Order to Live Untroubled for further
background information: chapter 4- “The lands Around My Dwelling” and
chapter 8- “The Experience of Dead Generations”.

Opener – Good & Evil Quotes
Use BLM 1.11 to make enough cards to hand out to each student in your class.
Have the students form groups by going around the room and identifying those
who share the same text on their cards. Have those with the same text form a
group. Ask them to read the text and create a summary sentence in their own
words about what is being said. Every group should share their summary
sentence.
Each group should then be given a task card found on BLM 1.12. Set these tasks
up as a jigsaw so that once the task has been completed and the group has
collected the relevant information on their worksheets, new expert triad
groups are formed with a member from each group who summaries their task
and shares their findings.

Group 1-Shamans, Ghosts and Whalers
Group 2-Website –What elders say about shamans?
Group 3-The Netsilik Eskimo- pp.236-238
Connector –
The land, the sea and sky used to be inhabited by many spirits such as inua,
owners of animals and places, tarniit, the shades or souls of dead human
beings and animals that still inhabited the earth, and other entities such as
ijirait, the mountain or caribou people, inugarulligait, small people,
qallupilluit, sea people, tarriassuit, shadow people, kukiligaattiat, those with
claws, and many others. All these things had to be respected and
approached in the correct way. The tarniit, the souls or shades of dead
human beings or animals, were thought to be especially dangerous. If the
tirigusuusiit, the rules of abstention, were not observed, the itarniit might
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turn into evil spirits that tried to avenge themselves on human beings. Not
observing the tirigusuusiit was considered one of the most important
reasons for scarcity of game, disease and bad weather. Whenever these
hardships struck, it was the task of the angakkuit, or shaman, to find out
the causes of the problems and to restore the relationship between human
beings and the offended spirits.
(Taken from Representing Tuurngait, p. 16)
Discuss with the class what they have heard about these spirits. Use the
NBES 1 poster “Inuit Mythological Characters Bilingual Education Society” and
their study of any of those stories as reference. You may want to provide time
and an activity for students to read some of the stories that are presented in
the NBES collection if the students have not already encountered them. They
can relate the information in these stories to what they have learned in unit 1
about spirits.
Explain that although the Inuit spirit world had a large number of spirits, it was
widely recognized by all Inuit groups that there were three main spirits who
held more power than these lesser spirits. They have heard about Nuliajuq
(Sedna), but there were also Narssuk and Tatqeq. Have the names of these
three spirits posted around the room. Tell the students to divide themselves
into three groups by selecting which spirit they wish to learn more about. You
may have to limit the size of groups so that there are an equal number of
participants in each. The task for each group is to become familiar with the
story of their spirit and to find a way to share that story with the rest of the
class. They are free to use any form of communication they wish- a skit, a
tableau, an illustration, a chant or rap, a mime, or a PowerPoint presentation.
With the whole class, discuss the natures of these spirits- for good, for evil,
or as ambivalent towards man. In this belief system, what becomes the role of
taboos, of shaman and of spirits? Record the class responses on a mind map
that shows the links and associations (BLM 1.13).

Activity – Conflict
Inuit were very concerned about maintaining balance and harmony within their
groups. Obviously conflict within the group or between groups was usually
avoided whenever possible. However, conflict often arose for the Nattilingmiut
who were considered by other groups to be particularly violent. In a group where
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there was a lot of social conflict, how do you think the role of the shaman might
change?
As students respond, write their ideas on a chart or on the board so that you
can refer back to these ideas after they have done some research into the
historical record.
Divide the class into 4 groups. Each group will be looking at a different area of
social conflict: social relationships; technology; climate and environmental
change; and contact. (BLM 1.14-17). Provide each group with a folder containing
examples from historical records. The groups should use the information in their
folder to develop a Cause and Consequences Chart (BLM 1.18).
Each group should develop a display to illustrate their findings to the rest of
the class. The display can include the Cause and Consequence Chart, but must
also represent the information from their sources in a way to fully demonstrate
the significance of their findings.

Reflections
Students should read the story of Tuneq that is provided in their learning log.
Then have the students read the stories told by Taloyoak elders on the Inuit
Heritage Trust website: Taloyoak: Stories of Thunder and Stone. Students
should select one story about conflict and use it to respond to the following:
Content – In your own words retell the story that you found on the website.
Explain why this story is about conflict.

Collaborative – Based on what you learned from In Order to Live Untroubled,
what social tensions may have contributed to this conflict? Give some examples
of the social structure and life of Nattilingmiut in the area at this time.

Personal – What examples of relationship or social conflict do you see in your
community today? Can you think of any social tensions that might be
contributing to this conflict? Support your answer with some specific examples.

Follow-Up – Nuliajuk: Mother of the Sea Beasts
Have the students view the video- Nuliajuk: Mother of the Sea Beasts. As they

view, have the students take notes about what is being said about Inuit
“religion” and the traditional belief in the film. Discuss as a group and add to the
chart of implications that may emerge for shamanism on the chart or board.
In the film, what is Aupilaarjuq saying about regaining a balance between the
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traditional spiritual beliefs of Inuit and Christianity?
For John Houston, what does this balance look like? How does he imply the
church can be reconciled to the Nuliajuk experience?

Classroom Reinforcement
Display the NEBS poster.
Display all the student-generated work that is presented in this unit.

Accommodating Diversity
Much of this module requires group work and collaborative approaches to
meaning making. Some of your students may need support is using this approach.
Establish an environment that sets clear expectations for how we work together
in order to be effective. This is best accomplished by posting and reviewing the
six Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Guiding Principles as well as the agreements set up
in TRIBES. (Please see Appendix A for this information.)

Assessment
Student –
Complete all the assignment work and store it in the portfolio.
Complete the assignment checklist. You may wish to have your students generate
a rubric for the evaluation of the assignment. A helpful website is
www.rubistar.com.
Complete a learning log summary at the end of this unit.

Teacher –
Provide a learning environment that supports clear expectations with specific
evaluation criteria for all assignment work. Use the assessment templates
available in Appendix B to assist students to self-assess the area(s), which you
have focused on, in this unit.

BLM 1.11

Quotes 2

There were two types of angakkuit. Those that used their powers to kill people and those
that tried to help by healing people. The angakkuit were even more powerful than doctors
because they could revive a dead person.

There are two kinds of tuutngait, the evil ones and the good ones. This is the way it is.
There are those with a bad spirit. The ones with good spirits come from God. The other
ones with evil spirits come from Satan and do not want people to live.

The persons who can see the souls of men and of the animals and who are able to visit
Sedna, are called angakut… The angakkuit cured the sick, drove away evil spirits, procured
game, influenced the weather and exposed hidden transgressions. Nowadays, elders usually
distinguish between good and bad angakkuit.
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Taken from Representing Tuurngait, p. 18.
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BLM 1.12
Reading 1: Shamans, Ghosts and Whalers
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Reading 3: The Netsilik Eskimo (pp.236-238)
The most striking characteristic of Netsilik shamanism and associated beliefs was the
fusion of good and evil elements. Although the Netsilik distinguished clearly between an evil
shamanistic act from its positive counterpart, the same shaman was capable of performing
both. Thus, although most shamans were considered good, at some time in their career they
committed aggressive acts; and even the very few reputedly evil shamans were considered
bad only during particular periods. A considerable ambivalence or blending of ethical
qualities characterized the protective spirits and ghosts themselves. Good spirits and
ghosts could evolve into malevolent beings, and an opposite change could affect evil spirits.
This intermixing of good and evil had important social consequences.
The possibility of nearly any Netsilik's supposed ability to influence supernaturals for
aggressive purposes contributed much to the interpersonal suspicions and hidden hostilities
of their society. The cases cited in this chapter show the wide variety of reasons why
people decided to use aggressive magic, and also how carefully malicious intentions were
concealed behind amiable attitudes. On the surface, camp life proceeded peacefully, while
secretly vicious attacks were going on back and forth with the help of supernaturals. "An
action, apparently the most innocently meant, and not worthy of a second thought, may be
the cause of remorseless persecution" (Rasmussen,:L931.::200)
The individual lived in an atmosphere of suspicion and fear, dreading both the possible
secret attacks of his camp fellows and the spirits who might initiate an evil action on their
own.
If shamanism was practiced as a kind of social control, its ethical ambivalence meant that it
was not always very effective. Certainly the society used shamanism often in a conscious
effort to enforce norms or re-establish harmonious relations between environment, people,
and supernaturals. If many cases fulfilled such an aim, however, the aggressive acts
surveyed here show that the ready recourse to supernatural helpers sometimes actually
worsened social relations and intensified interpersonal hostilities. The shaman rarely had
full control over the spirits; they could acquire autonomy, attack some individual blindly, and
create new enmities altogether, with quite an opposite effect than that desired by the
society. Thus, in the imbroglio of fears and accusations, not only existing enmities found
free expression but entirely new hostilities could emerge. The second major function of
Netsilik shamanism was perhaps more successful than the social control function. For the
Netsilik, the shamans were the people who brought the world together. Environment, spirits,
the afterworld, social life-all of those elements were brought together for them into one
meaningful whole. Both the components and the acts of shamanism indicate that for varying
aims a multiplicity of elements were fused during the shamanistic performances. Elements
of nature, the animals of land and sea, snowstorms and thunder, cracking ice, etc., were
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brought under the shaman's power. The world of the dead was also present during a seance:
deceased relatives were utilized as protective spirits, and evil ghosts fought. Society was
also represented, and in two ways; often an audience participated directly in the shamanistic
performance, and all shamanistic practices involved the presence of at least part of the
community. Basic religious beliefs were also included in the shamanistic complex. In varying
situations and for different purposes the shaman integrated these diverse elements into a
dynamic unity. In his role as integrator, in a stream of symbolic effusions, the shaman gave
meaning to a multiplicity of situations which would have remained inexplicable to society
without his intervention (Balikci 1963:95).

BLM 1.13 Mind Map
Group:___________________________________________________
Name: _____________________________________________________
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BLM 1.14

Social Relationships Readings

Netsilik histories contain a substantial body of information on relations between
the Netsilingmiut and the Arvilingjuarmiut. The histories are not clear on whether
the place name Arvilikjuaq referred to a major village or to the entire area of Pelly
Bay. They are very clear, however, that in spite of, or perhaps because of, the many
marriage ties between the two groups, violent confrontations were common. One
series of hostile encounters, said to predate Ross's visit, began when a Pelly Bay
man killed a Netsilik man with whom he shared a wife. The sons of the murdered
man, along with most of their community, carried the attack to Arvilikjuaq and
both sides suffered heavy loss of life." The history makes the point that the
Netsilingmiut had special weapons for use in war, but the Arvilikjuaq people had only
their caribou-hunting implements.
The hostility that existed between Netsilik and Arvilikjuaq in spite of kinship ties
and frequent communication has been attributed to quarrels over women." Given the
Netsilik practice of female infanticide, and consequent inequities in the sex ratio
of adults, it is not surprising that violence should erupt in order to get women from
other groups, or to prevent other groups from marrying Netsilingmiut women, or
to maintain a favourable balance in the exchange of women. Such quarrels sometimes
flared up into revenge or blood feuds involving several generations.
Other histories tell of Netsilik battles with Aivilik communities and with people
living along the Great Fish River and at Garry Lake, although, like most Inuit
histories, they are vague about dates. Planned hostilities followed certain
conventions: a messenger, always an elderly person, was sent to inform the enemy
that an attack was imminent; a short truce was arranged so that both sides could
prepare themselves; and when the time arrived for confrontation, the combatants
arranged themselves into facing rows." The object was to annihilate not just the
opponents, but all their kin, as well. Netsilingmiut war parties included women." It
is not clear precisely what their roles in warfare were, although they were probably
lightning rods. One observer wrote: "An old decrepit woman now came forward to
meet us and ascertain our intentions and status. Apparently they intended her as a
sacrifice for the good of the others should we be of a hostile nature."
Because non-native iron, copper, and wood have been found on Boothia, some
investigators have assumed the existence of a significant trade between the
Boothians and neighbouring groups. The supposition overlooks the question of
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what the Boothians might have traded in return, and assumes that nonindigenous items could only have entered the economy through trade. Given the
almost total absence of surplus beyond-subsistence goods in the Netsilik
economy, it is unlikely that they engaged in regular or frequent trade.
It is not clear that women were commodities in the Netsilik economy although Ross hints at the possibility-but the evidence indicates that
women were the major import of the Netsilingmiut, and that some men
emigrated in order to find wives. One man, Kanayoke, "had communications
with a tribe in [the west] where the females were most numerous." Over a
period of some years, he had "married" six women from "the westward," and had,
at different times, given (or sold?) the first five as brides to his unmarried coresidents.

Taken from In Order to Live Untroubled, pp.144-p. 145
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Women were few as well, and this sometimes gave rise to jealousy and conflict
among men. Also, people who posed a danger to the community could not be allowed
to continue their anti-social behaviour. If a murder took place, revenge was
expected, and a full-blown feud could result.
In those days there weren't enough women [and a man might murder another to get
his wife] ... Sometimes they killed another person when their reputation got very bad
and no one could handle them. ... Also, people killed for revenge. If you can't kill a
person who killed a member of your family, then you would try to kill any member of
the other family ... When a feud started it sometimes went on and on for. a long
time.
Simon Inuksaq,JB
It is [at Kangiq] that Kukigak insisted on being left when he had been fatally
wounded by Ermalit's people ... A very long time ago Kukigak killed Ogak,
Kuyagaksaq's father. Kuyagaksaq and his family were waiting for game on the shore,
not far from their [gajait] when Ogak was set upon unexpectedly by Kukigak's band.
"Flee! Flee quickly towards your [gajait]," said he, "while I try to delay them."
Heeding his warning, his children, who had no arms to counterattack rushed to the
[gajait] and fled. Ogak was left alone. His enemies pierced him with arrows but
failed to give him the finishing stroke and left him there. Riddled with arrows, Ogak
managed to return home and hanged himself.
Sometime later, another hunter, a relative of Ermalit as was Ogak, went also to the
[Arviligjuaq] region. Ermalit declared to whoever would listen: "Let there be no other
murder because the culprit will not evade me, no matter how far he may flee!"
However, Kukigak's band also killed the stranger, Ermalit's relative.
Thereupon, Ermalit and his people set out for [Arviligjuaq] in order to wreak
revenge. They came probably from Natsilik or Ittuartorvik, I do not know.
Kuyagaksaq's family also accompanied the expedition.
During the journey, they practised shooting. Aiming at the pelvic bone of a
caribou, they endeavoured to put their arrows through the hole. It is related that
they succeeded nearly every time.Travelling all together, they finally reached the
[Arviligjuaq] region. Where exactly? I do not know, but it was probably on this side
of Kangerhlugjuar and they saw a hunter on the sea. It was Augannuar Kukigak's son,
who was spending the night stalking a seal at a breathing hole. Spying the newcomers
from afar, he went to meet them.
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As he was approaching, one of Ermalit's men remarked: "Well, we will have no
trouble getting rid of that one." Ermalit however replied: "Let him be! We will attack
them all together."
Augannuar was coming nearer, a smile on his lips, when someone asked him: "Are you
returning home?" Upon hearing this question, the smile vanished from his lips as he
started to walk backwards. Augannuar then faced about and ran away at such speed,
it is said, that his heels appeared to be stuck to his buttocks
while he disappeared in the distance.
When the fugitive reached Kukigak's camp, the latter wanting to save his two
sons, Augannuar and another whose name is not known to me, sent them on
their way to Aivilik. After their departure, while the strangers were approaching, an
old woman who had been sent out to reconnoitre came back to Kukigak's [iglu] saying:
"Those ones have come spoiling for a fight." However, Kukigak replied: "They will do
nothing of the kind! They will do nothing of the kind." "But they are armed," said the
woman. "They will not fight. They will not fight" insisted Kukigak.
However, without even taking the time to build [igluit], the newcomers
advanced, armed with their bows, ready to fight.
There was also another visiting stranger in Kukigak's camp. Whence had he come?
Probably from Netsilik too. Kukigak and his people intended to do him in.
However, as he was emerging from the [iglu] at the same time as Kukigak, the
latter said: "Won't we even have some one to help us? Won't we have some one to
lend us a hand?" "Outside of your relatives," replied the other, "there is no one who
will side with you. You can be sure of it."
Among Kukigak's companions, there was one who[se] atigi was ripped at the
front, at throat level. His wife wanted to sew it but he said, "What's the use? I am
useless, always sick. That opening will be a fine target for my enemies." Thus,
he refused to have his atigi mended.
Meanwhile, the others had come nearer and, at the first volley of arrows, one
struck the man right in the center of the tear and killed him. It is said that
Kuyagaksak persistently aimed at his father-in-law who was in the opposite camp.
Recognizing him, the latter said: "But that one is my son-in¬law! Yes, he is my son-inlaw." Kuyagaksak acknowledged it with his eyes.
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"I do not want to shoot my son-in-law," said the other. "I do not want to shoot him."
"If you do not want to shoot me, step back!" Thereupon, the father-in-law walked
away.
Having lost several of his companions, Kukigak slumped down riddled with arrows. He
had been hit by so many arrows that his body did not touch the ground, so were we
told. While dying from his wounds he exclaimed: "As for us, when we fight, we know
when to stop. Perhaps those scoundrels cannot hear!" Kuyagaksak then said to him:
"When many fall in against a single adversary, there is indeed a reason to stop!"
[Here, Kuyagaksak alludes to the murder of his own father.]
Kukigak was still breathing when he was brought back to his [iglu]. There was also an
adolescent in that camp. At the end of the fight and before the victors had
withdrawn, he was rushing to grab a dead man's knife when someone told him: "You
would do better to desist if you do not want to receive some bad blow." The lad
however did not heed the warning and kept on trying to grab the knife. Two men
darted after him one at his right, another at his left, while he fled toward his [iglu].
Reaching the entrance, he crawled quickly inside but his pursuers stabbed him with
their spears through the snow, each on one side, even though he had already
disappeared from view.
Kukigak had been taken into his [iglu]. The old woman who had been sent out as an
emissary and had arrived that day entered again and began to lament: "When brave
men fight, they don't do things by halves," she said sobbing.
Stretched out in the remote part of the igloo, Kukigak breathed noisily. One of the
arrows had gone through his bladder and, on account of the pain, could not be
removed. It rose and fell with each breath he took.
Kukigak had two wives. Turning to one of them and pointing to the old woman, he
said: "That one below, who comes in often, deserves a reward. Give her, as a parting
gift, the skin pouch which contains iron!" I do not know what was that bit of iron in
the pouch. Having thus spoken, Kukigak breathed his last.
He had requested to be buried at Kangek; he wanted his last resting place to be
there. His body was then taken to Kangek, a sandy camping ground, because he had
wanted to lie on the sand, at a place where children are wont to play ...
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Thus, before he died, he requested that his body be taken to Kangek because it was
a nice place to erect the tents ... He did not want to be an object of aversion
after his death.
Bernard Iquugaqtuq, Iquugaqtuq and Mary-Rousseliere 1960:18-21

Taken from Uqalurait, pp 378 -380
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The nuclear family, consisting of the father, mother, and children, was the most
important social unit among the Netsilik Eskimos. It was characterized by continuous
co¬residence, sexual division of labour between the spouses in various technological
activities, sexual intimacy between husband and wife, and child rearing. The nuclear
family was not completely independent in the accomplishment of many of these
important functions, but had to align itself continuously with other families, closely
or distantly related, to become part of larger social groupings. Sometimes such
wider alignments were determined by the inexorable necessity of collaboration in
hunting. On other occasions the interplay of personal preferences and interests
brought people together or separated them; but only very rarely was the unity of
the nuclear family threatened by such shifting alignments.
The husband-wife bond was the basic relationship upon which the nuclear family was
founded. Girls married at an early age, at fourteen or fifteen years. Traditionally it
was a rare occurrence to see single girls past that age. Boys married later, usually
around the age of twenty, when they were able to support a wife. This involved not
only the acquisition of the varied hunting techniques but, more important, a
knowledge of the habits and distribution of the game in the varied areas they
inhabited. A long apprenticeship was necessary for these purposes.
Traditionally after marriage the young wife would move to her husband's house and
remain there permanently. Patrilocality [living with the husband’s family] was
motivated by factors specific to the hunting way of life. It was essential for the
young man to remain near the hunting grounds he was intimately acquainted with and
where his hunting companions resided. For him to move to another more distant
community would have meant undergoing a new period of apprenticeship in a
different hunting area, and this was not considered necessary at his age. There
were, however, accepted alternatives to the rule of patrilocality. In cases where a
father had only daughters and badly needed a young helper and collaborator
in his household, the young husband was permitted to take matrilocal residence.
Orphans and "poor" boys often found themselves in such situations, and came to rely
heavily on their father-in-law for instruction and help.
These brief descriptions of interpersonal relations reveal certain patterns of
authority within the family. The father was the recognized head of the family,
responsible for all major decisions, essentially those involving family location and
movement. He did not interfere in his wife's sphere of activity; there she enjoyed
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considerable autonomy. And there are cases, to be described later on, indicating
that a wife could successfully influence her husband in practically any decision. A
husband very often took notice of his wife's desires. Personality factors were
highly important in the decision-making process and the application of authority or
influence. The authority patterns within the nuclear family expressed sex and age
factors: the husband was in a super-ordinate position in relation to his wife, and
younger siblings were submissive to the older ones.

Taken from The Netsilik Eskimo, pp.101 - p. 103 & p.109.
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There were the usual causes of conflict-mockery, jealousy, laziness, and minor
misunderstandings. Once a conflict situation had been created and left unresolved,
secondary causes for quarrels often arose. The social atmosphere of fear and
suspicion previously described constituted an excellent ground for the seeds of
hostility and persecution to grow in. This process was considerably aided by the
Netsilik ability to conceal malicious intentions and hostile feelings in order to
prevent possible reprisals by magic and sorcery. On the surface camp life proceeded
smoothly, but hidden tensions were such that the slightest incident could set off
aggression at any time. A traveler among the Arviligjuarmiut described the following
situation to Steenhoven (1959:73):
I traveled on Kellett River together with A., S., and some others, who on their
sleds had been visiting their caches. The weather was beautiful and we walked
to and from each other's sleds, while the sleds were moving all the time. A. was
seated on the back of S.'s sled and the latter sat in front of him. A. was eating
a fish. I was driving my sled behind his. One moment when S. was turning
towards his dogs or so, I saw A. suddenly make a lightning stab with his knife at
S.'s back-a would-be stab, to be sure. Then he immediately looked around
himself. But I looked already in another direction. S. is the son of I. and it was
known that A. and I. did not get along well. It was my impression that this stab
had been prompted by an altogether subconscious impulse and that A. only
became aware of it after he had done it. I believe he could just as well have
really stabbed S. out of these subconscious feelings of resentment.
Theft, although cheerfully practiced in relation to strangers, practically never
occurred among camp fellows. Household objects were few anyhow and their owners
wellknown, which made theft in the camp virtually impossible to conceal. There are
cases, however, of property destruction, obvious expressions of hatred. Two recent
cases involving the destruction of another's cache were recorded by Steenhoven
(1959:37). The first case took place at Thom Bay, where two unrelated children had
demolished the household cache of an absent family. Apparently this had been done
because the owner of the cache had once refused food to the children's families
when they were hungry. In the second case two related children totally destroyed
the household cache of an elderly man during his absence from camp. The motive
here seems to have been related to the jealousy the children's fathers were known
to feel for the privileged position occupied by the victim in the community. In both
cases children acted as their fathers' emissaries, allowing the adults to later
disclaim any responsibility for the act.
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Murder was the most extreme form of aggression among the Netsilik. It was
committed in two ways: physically, by knife or gun, or supernaturally. Killing with
magic was by no means the prerogative of shamans only. The Netsilik knew of a whole
arsenal of aggressive magical techniques available to practically anybody. Many
deaths were therefore attributed to revenge by evil spirits. Here we shall analyze
only physical murder, as described by Steenhoven. The desire to steal a certain
woman was the most frequent cause for attempted or successful murder.
Ambivalences inherent in some polyandrous (multiple marriage) arrangements leading
to murder would be included in this general category. Motives related to an
individual's prestige in the community reflected by excessive mockery, bullying, or
resentment constitute another category of causes for murder.
Among the seven relatively recent murder cases recorded by Steenhoven (3.959:46)
five contain information on the killing technique employed. Two men were shot from
behind, apparently unaware of any plans afoot to kill them; one was shot while asleep;
another was stabbed in the back with a knife while driving on a sledge; still another
victim knew his murderer's intent yet did nothing to forestall it. It is remarkable
indeed that all the men but one were killed from behind and by surprise. Murderers
were evidently careful to avoid a struggle. Further, with one exception, all the
murderers were men, although some might have been influenced by women. As for
the exception, it was the woman Merkreaut, who shot her sleeping husband,
apparently because she did not want to live with him any more.

Taken from The Netsilik Eskimo, pp. 178- 180
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BLM1.16

Technology Readings

With family connections of this order spanning several territorial groups, material
goods and ideas can be exchanged without the vehicle of trade. Among 160
Netsilingmiut, John Ross saw only three knives of European manufacture." To assume
they were acquired through trade is to ignore the possibility they could have been
introduced by brides coming from other groups, by Netsilingmiut returning to the
home village after a visit to relatives elsewhere, or by non-Netsilingmiut visiting kin
in Boothia.
By 1832 Victory had been iced in for three winters, food stores were getting low,
and Ross made a decision to abandon the vessel and make his way north to Lancaster
Sound, where, he believed, correctly as it happened, that he and his crew might be
rescued by a passing whaler. He gave orders that Victory be dismantled and its
materials cached on the beach at Lord Mayor's Bay. The abandonment of the wellequipped vessel provided the Netsilingmiut with an abundant supply of their scarcest
resources: metals and wood. After 1832 they began making their traditional weapons
and utensils from the newly accessible materials. Slate knives, lances, and harpoons
were replaced by implements with cutting edges of iron, copper, tin, and brass.
Copper and iron replaced bone rivets in the manufacture of soapstone and leather
items. Other items, clearly locally made, incorporated innovations from European
artifacts, such as serrated-edge blades similar to surgeons' saws.
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One change which the Netsilingmiut might have been expected to make was in sled
construction. Their sleds before 1833 were made of fish, bone, antler, and animal
skins. To create runners, frozen fish were wrapped in hides, which were moulded to
the appropriate shape and frozen solid. The runners were fastened together by
crossbars of bone or antler. John Ross described them as "singularly rude; the sides
consisting of pieces of bone tied round and enclosed by a skin, and the cross bars on
the top being made of the fore legs of a deer. One of them was but two feet long,
and fourteen inches wide, the others were between three and four feet in length.
On the under part of the runner, there was a coating of ice attached to the skin,
rendering their motion very easy."30The sleds were short, off balance, clumsy,
fragile, and slow. In warm weather they thawed, and while runners made of fish and
hides served a second purpose as emergency rations, the absence of efficient
transport added to the labours of travel and limited the range and speed of
movement, as well as load size.
Access to long, straight wooden planks for sled runners could have led to a
revolution in Netsilingmiut transportation technology. Larger, faster sleds would
have allowed them to increase their hunting range, harvest more food supplies,
maintain more frequent communications between villages, expand their territories,
and extend their trading contacts. Apparently they did not appreciate, or else they
rejected, the possibilities.
In 1859 Leopold McClintock observed sleds in two different communities of
Netsilingmiut. On the west coast of Boothia Peninsula, at the northern entrance to
James Ross Strait, sleds, according to McClintock, were "wretched little affairs,
consisting of two frozen rolls of sealskins coated with ice, and attached to each
other by bones, which served as crossbars…" Construction was the same at Matty
Island, in the middle of James Ross Strait. "The runners (or sides) of some old
sledges left here were very ingeniously formed out of rolls of sealskin, about 3-feet
long, and flattened so as to be 2 or 3 inches wide and 5 inches high; the sealskins
appeared to have been well soaked and then rolled up, flattened into the required
form and allowed to freeze. The underneath part was coated with a mixture of moss
and ice laid smoothly on by hand before being allowed to freeze, the moss, I
suppose, answering the purpose of hair in mortar, to make the compound
adhere more firmly."
The Netsilingmiut could have manufactured wooden sleds at this time.
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In spite of this knowledge and the availability of suitable materials, only one family
in the more than half a dozen villages McClintock visited owned a sled. It was "made
of two stout pieces of wood, which might have been a boat's keel." At Arvilikjuaq, on
the other hand, people had developed a new transportation technology more than ten
years earlier. By 1847 they had pieces of mahogany, sleds with oak runners and
cross-braces, and iron-tipped weapons." Why the Netsilingmiut did not change their
sled technology remains a mystery.
It might safely be assumed that the possession of adequate supplies of wood and
metals not only cushioned the Netsilingmiut from the full force of the erratic and
unpredictable climatic and other environmental conditions of 1830 to 1860, but also
made daily life somewhat easier and more comfortable. Their sudden acquisition of
surplus wealth does not seem to have led the Netsilingmiut to expand their territory
or hunting range, or to engage in more active trade with their neighbours. It does,
however, seem to have made them more suspicious of outsiders than formerly, and
their previously friendly relations with neighbouring groups deteriorated. In 1847 at
Pelly Bay, people thought it necessary to caution John Rae that "the natives of this
part of the [Boothia] coast bear a very bad character, and are much feared."35 The
worsening climatic regime of the mid-1840s, coupled with a second windfall of prized
resources to the west of Netsilingmiut territory, turned hostile distrust into open
violence.

Taken from In Order to Live Untroubled, pp. 146.-148
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NETSILIK TECHNOLOGY
Taken from The Netsilik Eskimo pp. 3-22

The early explorers of the Arctic marveled at the technical competence of the
Eskimos, whom they described as remarkable primitive engineers. The Netsilik
Eskimos, living in one of the harshest areas of the inhabited North, were able to
survive in this cold desert environment because of their efficient and remarkably
adapted technology. Their raw materials were few in number: snow, ice, bones of
various animals, skins, stones of different kinds, and a small amount of wood. All but
the wood were of local origin. By combining these few resources, they produced all
that they needed to survive.

Most Netsilik tools had highly specialized functions. The slender harpoon was
used for seal hunting in winter, the light spear for caribou hunting from kayaks in
late summer, the fishing harpoon for catching lake trout in summer. The bow and
arrow, on the other hand, were used in several hunting situations. The arrow's
striking power was enough to wound musk ox, polar bear, and caribou, though it
was seldom strong enough to kill. The leister, a trident-like spear, was
indispensable in fishing for salmon trout, both in summer at the fish traps and in
early winter through the thin river ice. Other tools were employed for other
specific purposes: the bow drill pierced bone or wood; the small saw cut hard
materials; the burin sliced antler. There were only three truly multi-purpose
tools- the man's knife (pilaut), the snow knife (pana), and the woman's knife (ulu).
They were used for cutting, scraping, and piercing many different materials in
varied situations.
Netsilik technology was successful because of its efficiency. A snowhouse that
offered adequate protection from storms and cold could be built in less than an
hour from material obtainable almost everywhere. The sealskin tent was
waterproof and so light that it could be carried by a dog during summer migrations.
A kayak could easily be carried across land for miles, and its slender shape
allowed the Netsilik to pursue and kill swimming caribou at crossing places. Caribou
skin was ideally suited for clothing in the Arctic, trapping a thick layer of warm air
against the body that was excellent insulation against extreme cold. Sled runners
were lashed to the crossbars with sealskin so that the sled was pliable and would not
break when it was pulled over rough ice.
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Netsilik technology was almost entirely utilitarian in character. Aesthetic
manifestations were limited to tattoos on the women's faces and limbs, long hair
sticks, and white fur decorations on the outer coats. An artifact was made because it was indispensable, not because it was pleasing to the senses. The difficulties
of travel in the tundra did not allow people to carry useless articles. Every Netsilik
Eskimo had to look after his own equipment, make new weapons, and repair the old
ones. Despite the complexity of articles such as the kayak and the composite bow,
every man had the skills and the tools to be technologically self-sufficient. This was
an absolute necessity in the Arctic.
During the long migrations or on hunts, when tools were broken, lost, or worn beyond
usefulness, substitutes and alternatives were found. Here the Netsilik showed great
ingenuity and resourcefulness. If a spear broke, it was repaired quickly by lashing a
snow knife to the shaft; if there was no stick to support the drying rack above the
lamp in the igloo, a leister was used; when the soapstone lamp was not there, a
shallow stone would do. In adversity the Netsilik was quick to improvise with what he
had on hand.
Netsilik material culture can be subdivided into four major technological complexes
based on the raw materials used: the snow complex, including the use of ice; the skin
complex, based on sealskin and caribou fur, and less frequently including musk-ox fur
and polar-bear skin; the bone complex, including driftwood and iron; and the stone
complex, referring mainly to the use of soapstone.
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THE SNOW COMPLEX
Snow and ice were enormously important to the wandering Netsilik Eskimos, as they
were an almost constant part of the Netsilik environment and largely determined how
they lived, hunted, and traveled. When a strong wind had packed the snow, the
dogs could pull a sled with ease. In spring, however, when the snow was melting,
pulling the sled was an exhausting task, because the runners sank in the soft snow,
losing first their ice and then their peat shoeing. Under pack ice no seals could be
found. The seals kept breathing holes open only through fresh, smooth ice. To express the great importance of these elements to their lives, the Netsilik had an
extensive vocabulary for different kinds of snow, depending on its state, and ice,
depending on whether it was smooth, rough, drifting, old, or young.
Snow was most important in architecture. Because of its insulative properties, it
made a warm winter dwelling for the Netsilik. Igloos, their porches, and their
narrow entrances were all made of snow blocks. So were the beds and kitchen
tables inside, and the doors. Outside the igloo was a high meat stand of snow and a
snow shelter for the sealskin sled. Windbreaks of snow blocks protected the
sealer and fisherman in stormy weather. Fathers made animal figures of snow for
their children, and bowmen practiced target shooting at snow men.
The pana, or snow knife, was the tool used in working snow. Usually it was of a single
piece of caribou antler, and only rarely was it over fifteen inches in length. The
handle was indented so that it could be gripped securely. When a long piece of antler
was not available, a long blade was secured to a separate handle with bone rivets
and sinew thread. When iron was introduced into the area, blades of iron
became common and were attached to wooden handles.
The slender snow knife made it easy to cut the snow into large, rectangular
blocks. As the snow blocks were placed on top of each other, they were
trimmed with the pana to fit tightly to one another. The pana was a man's knife,
and each man always carried his own pana with him.
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Though the snow complex was primarily a field of male activity, women
helped with snow work. As an igloo was being built by her husband, the
Netsilik wife covered the outer walls with a thick layer of snow, using her snow
shovel, poalrit. The Netsilik snow shovel had a frame of antler to which a piece
of sealskin was fastened with sinew thread. (In other areas snow shovels were
made of wood with bone handle.) Men used the snow shovel inside the igloo to
give a final shape to the bed and the kitchen table.
The Netsilik also used snow in other less important ways. After butchering a
seal a Netsilik woman might clean her hands and knife with wet snow. If
there was not enough water in a seal-meat soup boiling over the stone lamp,
she could scrape some snow from the igloo wall to put in the pot.
Ice does not have the insulating properties of snow, but in architecture it
was sometimes used similarly. There were periods in the autumn before the
snow was deep enough to build an igloo, but when it was too cold to live
comfortably in a sealskin tent, the Netsilik built rectangular icehouses with
skin roofs. The ice slabs for the walls were cut from relatively thin river ice.
The ice chisel used was a simple tool made in earlier times of hard bear bone
fastened with skin thongs to a long wooden shaft. Later, iron spikes replaced
the bone points.
With the ice chisel the Eskimos made holes through the river and lake ice to
get drinking water or to fish. They used an ice scoop to remove the ice
fragments cut with the chisel, working alternately with chisel and scoop down
to the water level. The ice scoop was a ladle of musk-ox horn or caribou antler
attached to a wooden or bone shaft.
Ice slabs were used in late autumn to make fish caches in areas where goodsize stones were not available. A thin slab of fresh-water ice made a window in
the igloo roof. Many children's toys were made of ice. For drinking water the
Netsilik melted old sea ice in their soapstone pots. (Sea ice loses most of its
salt content after a year.) Most important of all, ice formed the runners of the sleds.
As with snow, most of the work with ice was done by the men, who owned the ice
chisels and scoops. Women did little with ice but cut old sea ice near the camp to
be melted for drinking water.
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THE SKIN COMPLEX
The skin complex much more actively involved the Netsilik women, who were quite
skilled as seamstresses. Two kinds of skin were used almost exclusively: caribou
skin for the warmth of its fur, and sealskin for its durability.
Caribou-fur clothing was ideally suited for a hunting life in the Arctic. The skin
was light and soft, with dense, upright hair. Each hair was hollow, making the fur an
ideal insulation against extreme cold. Caribou clothing enabled the Netsilik to
spend long periods of time outdoors in bad weather. Despite its thickness, this skin
allowed the body considerable freedom of movement because of its light weight
and softness.
Preparing caribou skins for use was a long and tedious job. First, the animals were
skinned-always by men. While the skins were fresh, the women laid them out
to dry, spreading (but not stretching) them on the ground with the hair down and
anchoring them around the edges with small stones. Were the skins stretched
while wet, they would become stiff and unsuitable for clothing.
The skins were cured later in the season by either of two methods. If fine, soft
skins were needed, the men and women covered themselves with the raw skins at
night in their igloo with the flesh side next to their naked bodies. Over these they
laid their regular caribou sleeping skins. By morning their body warmth had
softened each raw skin, and it was ready to be scraped. The scraper was a blunt tool
of stone or bone, usually a caribou scapula or a sharpened tubular bone. With it the
woman softened and stretched the hide. After she scraped and stretched it, she
slightly moistened the hide and put it out in the cold to freeze for a day or two.
In the last phase of curing she removed the subcutaneous tissue by using a sharp
scraper. In recent times, sharp scrapers have been made of slightly curved iron
blades fitted into bone or wooden handles; before metal was introduced, bone
implements with sharp edges were used. As a final softening process, the men thinned
the skin by vigorous scraping, arduous work that only men could do successfully.
Caribou skins cured this way were well suited for inner coats and trousers.
For outer garments and sleeping bags, for which soft skin was not needed, the
curing process was somewhat simpler. The night-warming process was omitted, and
the women scraped air-dried skins directly with both blunt and sharp scrapers.
This helped to make the skins snowproof and easier to dry, qualities necessary for
outer clothing.
Skins for other purposes were treated differently. Some were not cured at all.
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They were just stretched and dried in the sun, and when they were thoroughly
dry they were used as mattresses. Other skins intended for clothing had fur that
was so long and thick that it had to be thinned for the skin to be useful. These
skins were either from spring caribou that still had some loose winter hair or from
late autumn caribou with hair already too long. Women removed the excess hair by
vigorously scrubbing the fur with a fur comb, which was a coarse, short-toothed
comb made from a tubular bone. When depilation was necessary, they first dried
the skin and then scraped it with their knives. Before it could be used, the
shaved skin had to be moistened with water.
Different kinds of caribou skins, cured in different ways, were used for a variety
of purposes. Children's garments were made from the skins of the very young
caribou. The heavy, thick hides of caribou killed in late autumn were best suited
for bedding material. The animals hunted in early autumn had the best fur
for inner and outer clothing. The short-haired skin from the legs was used for
making boots and mitts, because it was particularly resistant to wear. The
white fur from the caribou's stomach was used for women's clothing or hair
decorations or shaman's paraphernalia. Drums and long lines of thong were
made from depilated caribou skin. Thong was used to build kayaks, to tie
various objects, to lace boots, and to make drying racks.
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Sealskin was almost as valuable as caribou skin to the Netsilik. Sealskin was
considerably stronger and more durable than caribou skin, and it was
particularly useful during the summer wet season because it was quite
waterproof.
Women did all the work to prepare a seal for use. They cut it up into the
prescribed number of parts, removed the bones, blubber, and skin, and cured
the latter. Various uses for sealskins required different curing processes. The
preparation of skins for kayak covers was particularly elaborate. This took place
in the igloo in late winter or spring. The skins of adult female seals were
preferred. The housewife first laid the skin on a wooden scraping board or a
flat stone and used her ulu to scrape most of the blubber from the inside of
the skin. The skin had to be completely free of fat to reduce the weight of
the kayak, so after she scraped it she chewed the skin thoroughly until the
last particle of fat was sucked out. She then rolled the skins in bundles, hairy
side out, and placed them on the drying rack over the gentle heat of her
soapstone lamp. Several days later when the hair began to rot, she could scrape
it off easily. Finally, she buried the clean skins in the snow to prevent further
rotting, and there they stayed until the time came to move camp and begin
work on the kayaks.
The unshaved skins of young seals were preferred for coats and trousers.
First, the fleshy membrane on the inside of the skin was removed, then the
skin was washed vigorously with water and snow. The skin was then stretched to
dry, held taut by wooden pegs driven into the snow or ground, and pegged in
such a way that it was a few inches above the ground to allow air to circulate.
Once dry, the skin had to be softened with blunt scrapers before it could be
sewn.
Sealskins to be used for waterproof summer boots required very careful
scraping of the hair. To do this a woman spread the cold, wet skin over her
bare thigh and went to work with a sharp ulu. When the hair had been
removed, she turned the skin over and removed the blubber. After the skin
had been thoroughly scraped, she stretched and dried it on the snow. Skins
cured this way were waterproof but very hard. Before they could be sewn
they had to be thoroughly chewed and softened.
Boot soles and heavy thongs were made from the thick skin of the great
bearded seal. To make thongs, the skin of this large mammal was cut first into a
number of rings roughly ten inches wide. These rings were removed from the body,
the blubber scraped, and the hair washed. Each ring was cut spirally into long
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thongs, which were then stretched under great tension between two rocks. When
they were dry, the hair was removed with a sharp knife. If thinner thongs were
needed, the skin of the ringed seal was prepared in a similar manner. Men
occasionally helped the women make thongs, but for the most part it was a woman's
job. Women were responsible for making all kinds of sealskin objects. Although
caribou fur was preferred for clothing in all seasons, in summer some clothing was
made of sealskin: kayakers' coats; occasionally a pair of trousers; mittens for work
in autumn; and, of course, the waterproof boots that were indispensable for walking
on the marshy tundra. Sealskin was used as tent skins and for covering kayaks, as
roof sheets for late autumn or spring snowhouses (karmaq), and to make sled runners.
Many other items were made wholly or partially of sealskins as well: e.g., shamans'
belts and masks, oil and water containers, packs carried by dogs, snow shovels, and
dog shoes. Sealskin thongs were used for dog whips, dog-harness lines, harpoon lines,
fish-drying racks, slings, tent lines, packing lines, and ropes for athletic games. Sled
runners were lashed to crossbars with sealskin thongs. Sections of some tools and
weapons were lashed together by fine sealskin thongs; the iron blade of the adze
and the bone or steel points of ice chisels and lances were strongly tied to their
shafts with sealskin thongs. To be able to use thong in so many ways required the
making of many special knots-a skill in which the Netsilik excelled.
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Although the Netsilik used the skins of other animals as well, they were only
substitutes for the vitally important caribou and sealskin, with the exception of
bearskin. When no wooden or sealskin sled was available, a bearskin was loaded
with equipment and dragged on the snow as a sledge, the hairy side down, because
the fur did not absorb moisture. It was for this reason that bearskin was employed
in the icing and polishing of sledge runners. Bearskins were also used occasionally as
karmaq covers and mattresses. The hair of the bearskin had the peculiar ability to
attract lice and was consequently used to make louse catchers. Clothing was rarely
manufactured of bearskin because of its great weight. Musk-ox skins were also too
heavy to use for clothing. Early travelers in the western Netsilik area reported
whole families dressed in musk-ox skins, but this was probably due to a poor caribou
hunting season. If they were used at all, musk-ox skins were usually used as bedding
material. Other animals were used only occasionally. Trousers could be made from
white foxskin, wolf, wolverine, and dogskins because these skins repelled frost; they
were also highly valued for hood trimmings. Properly dried duck skins were turned
into containers for wick moss. The skin of the salmon trout was an ideal container
for a man's small tools-its long, slim shape was suited admirably for carrying the
long bow drill, crooked knife, and various burins.
The Netsilik women had to be skilled seamstresses to make such extensive use of
a variety of skins. Needles and sinew thread were their main tools. Before iron tools
were known, needles were made of bone, usually the strong wing bones of birds or
bear bone. These bone needles broke frequently, to the annoyance of the
seamstress, and they were quickly and gladly replaced by needles of metal when
metal came into use.
Caribou sinew was important to the Netsilik both as thread and for cord. When
the caribou were butchered, the sinews from the caribou's back muscles were
removed with great care. The women spread the sinew flat on the scraping board
and, with their semilunar knives[ulu], cleaned it of flesh. After washing it
thoroughly, they flattened it on the tent sheet to dry in the sun. Sinew thread
was used to sew clothing, boots, kayak covers, and tent sheets. A simple
overcast stitch was used for sewing fur clothing, a blind stitch passing only
halfway through the skin made waterproof seams, and a running stitch
attached soles to boots. Kayak covers required a double stitching: a running
stitch on the inside and a similar stitch on the outside. Netsilik women also
braided sinew into cord of various thicknesses. Braided sinew cord was used
for bow strings and reinforcements, running strings in clothing, fishing lines,
and toys.
Thimbles consisted of a semicircular piece of depilated sealskin. Bodkins for
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piercing thick skin were made of bear bone or antler. Precious needles were
kept in cylindrical needlecases of antler, stuck in the skin cord running
through the bone case. At the lower end of the needlecase a carved thimble
holder supported the thimble. The seamstress wore her needlecase hanging on
her chest, fastened to the drawstring of her coat.
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THE BONE COMPLEX
Because driftwood was so scarce in the Netsilik area and iron was not known, in
traditional times most tools and weapons were made of bone. Bone was extremely
important in Netsilik technology, and the men were skillful in adapting the
qualities of bone to specific uses. The important characteristics were, first, size,
then hardness and elasticity. Bear bone was the hardest; and musk-ox horn was
highly valued for its elastic pliability; but caribou antler was the basic raw
material of the bone complex. It was hard yet resilient and relatively easy to
work. Holes could be drilled through it without much effort. It could be bent into
various shapes, and several pieces could be assembled to form larger articles.
All bonework was done by men using very few tools, tipped with iron points and
edges. (In years past, before the Netsilik knew of iron, they used flint for tools,
weapon points, and knife blades.) A hunter's tool bag contained several simple but
ingenious implements. A bow drill was a composite device consisting of a bow, a
mouthpiece, and a drill. The bow was a caribou or bear rib strung with seal skin
thong. The mouthpiece was a caribou anklebone, and the drill had a sharp iron point set
into a wooden shaft. (A well-supplied tool kit included drills with points of varying sizes.)
The bow drill could perforate any kind of bone or wood object. An adze had a narrow iron
blade fastened to an antler handle with skin thongs. It was used to thin down antler or,
less often, wood. A whittling knife had a small, pointed iron blade with a curved edge.
The blade was riveted to a very long handle of antler. The lower end of the whittling
knife rested under the man's arm as he drew the blade toward his body. Special
implements were used for splitting and incising antler. They consisted of short and
sturdy blades-either slightly curved, ribbon-shaped with a transverse edge, or beakshaped-inserted into a bone handle.
Although the saw was not an Eskimo implement, the Netsilik Eskimos made and cut
antler with small saws patterned after the European saws of the early explorers. The
Netsilik saws consisted of small, rectangular pieces of sheet metal inserted into antler
handles. The teeth of the saw were regularly recut and sharpened with the adze.
These few implements were all the tools needed for working caribou antler. To
prepare antler for use, first the lateral branches of the antler were cut off with the
saw, then the main antler trunk was split into two or more long pieces by making a
longitudinal groove with the splitting knife and gradually deepening it while at the
same time applying pressure downward. The sharp edges of the resulting slabs were
rounded with the adze and smoothed with the little scraping knife. If the antler had
to be straightened, it was first warmed to make it more pliable, then one end was
inserted into one of the holes of an antler straightener. This was a thick piece of antler
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through which large holes had been bored. The warmed and softened antler could then
be bent into any shape desired, held firmly at its base by the antler straightener.
Other bone was worked with similar techniques. Muskox horn was softer than caribou
antler and considerably easier to work. Before it was split, however, it had to be well
heated in hot water or over the lamp. Bear bone could not be split; it had to be laboriously
thinned and sharpened with an adze and various knives. Often when men were not
carrying their tool bags on hunting trips but needed to sharpen the bone heads of
their weapons, they did so by rubbing the bone points on any flat stone.
To make large weapons-harpoons and bows, for example -several pieces of antler were
joined together. This was done by riveting and lashing. To rivet two pieces of bone together, both pieces were pierced with the bow drill and antler rivets inserted. More
recently, copper or iron rivets were used when a strong joint was needed. Often a
riveted joint was further strengthened with a solid lashing. For hunting and fishing
implements (seal-hunting harpoons and their accessories, fishing harpoons with
detachable points, double-pronged leisters, bows, hunting spears, ice picks); furnishings
and tools (frames for drying rack and snow shovel, snow beaters, meat forks, blubber
pounders, marrow extractors, ladles, snow knives, handles for tools, needlecases); and
various toys and sacred objects. Wood was used for spear handles, tent poles, meat
trays, pegs for drying skins, parts of sled, and, most importantly, kayak frames.
Even this partial list of vital artifacts shows how important bone technology was to the
material culture of the Netsilik Eskimos. It determined how well the other technological
complexes functioned, because many tools for work on snow and skin were made of bone.
With the availability of iron and wood from outside their area, the Netsilik replaced
many of their tools and weapons made of bone with similar tools of iron and wood, but the
new tools were closely patterned on the traditional models and changed little in either
form or function.
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THE STONE COMPLEX
Soapstone was a valuable material to the Netsilik, since they made their lamps and pots
from it. The stone was available in the eastern part of the Netsilik land in an area
southwest of Pelly Bay. In the winter, sled drivers could reach the quarry with little
difficulty, and they went there to cut out soapstone blocks of considerable size. In the
area of the western Netsilik, where soapstone was not easily found, pots and lamps were
obtained through trade. Soapstone lamps varied in size. Travelers or hunters usually
carried small lamps twelve to fifteen inches long to use for light in their small
overnight igloos. In more permanent family igloos larger lamps were used, ranging
between twenty and thirty inches in length. Only occasionally in large ceremonial igloos
were lamps forty inches long found.
The usual soapstone lamp was a shallow, flat-bottomed, oval-shaped vessel with nearly
perpendicular sides, the back more convex than the front. Long, narrow lamps were
occasionally imported from the Netsilik's western neighbors. Broken lamps were not
discarded but were repaired by lashing a piece of wood to the soapstone lamp as a kind
of splint. Otherwise, women generally used a naturally hollow slab of stone as a makeshift
substitute. Netsilik cooking pots were carved out of a single block of soapstone. A
typical pot was rectangular with slightly convex sides and straight inside walls. At the
top corners there were holes for suspension cords. Pots varied in length from twelve to
twenty-four inches. If a pot broke, the fracture was cemented and the parts tied
together with sinew lashings.
Soapstone (talc chlorite schist) is so soft that it can be scratched with a
fingernail. Despite its softness, however, working soapstone with flint tools was a long
and arduous task. With iron-tipped tools, carving soapstone into useful objects took
several hours. Blocks were quarried out with the ice pick, then shaped with the adze. To
hollow out the pot, numerous holes were bored close to each other into the solid block
with the bow drill. Then the thin walls between the holes were crushed with the
adze. Working soapstone was a man's job, but when he finished the pot or lamp, he
gave it to his wife and it became her permanent property.
The four technological complexes were subject to seasonal variations. The snow-ice
complex, quite clearly, was restricted to the winter season. The skin complex varied
from season to season: sealskin was used little in winter but was important in summer;
caribou fur was vital for survival in the winter and less important in the summer. In
summer, the soapstone lamp was not used, so soapstone was of lesser importance.
Only antler was equally important in all seasons.
With these basic materials and their accompanying techniques, the Netsilik Eskimos
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were able to survive and adapt to one of the harshest environments known to man. Again,
it should be emphasized how few their material resources were, and how carefully these
materials' qualities were put to advantage. With the exception of occasional uses for
wood and vegetation, the Netsilik got everything they needed from stone, the animals
they killed, and the snow that surrounded them.
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BLM1.17

Climate and Environmental Change Readings

Like most other arctic people in the second half of the 1840s, Ugjulingmiut and
Utkusiksalingmiut, as well as Netsilingmiut, were dealing with climatic stress of
almost unmanageable proportions. The years from 1845 to 1859 were "one of the
least favourable periods in the past 700 years.113 8 Recalling the winters of 1846 to
1848 nearly twenty later, four Netsilingmiut men who had lived through them
declared, `The Innuit never knew such very cold weather-there was no summer
between two winters-could catch no seals or kill any rein-deer at most of the usual
places." Ugjulingmiut also remembered the virtual disappearance of both caribou and
seal from their country and two years of starvation and death. Three generations after
the fact, people at Great Fish River spoke of the blizzards, starvation, death from
exposure, and cannibalism as "the year of horror."
While the people ofBoothia and Adelaide peninsulas, Great Fish River,
and King William Island suffered and died, strangers in sailing ships caught
in the ice shared their fate. In 1845 John Franklin's massive expedition
sailed into Lancaster Sound in what was intended to be a final effort to realize the
British dream of discovering the North West Passage. Given the climatic conditions, the
timing could hardly have been worse- A year later, Erebus, Terror, and their
complement of 135 men were beset by ice off the northwest coast of King William
Island. On April 22, 1848, 105 survivors abandoned the frozen ships in the hope that
they could reach safety overland. Like the people of Ugjulik and Great Fish River, they
met death from starvation and exposure, and ate the flesh of their companions as they
faced their own "year of horror." One by one, they died, leaving wooden boats, metal
fittings, cutting tools, cloth, and containers strewn mile after mile along the west
coast of King William Island and the shores of Simpson Strait.
Within two years, with their survival still threatened by climatic stress, the
Ugjulingmiut were assaulted on a new front: Netsilingmiut entered their territory to
harvest the littered coasts. Using the windfall of wood and metal from the abandoned
Victory, they had increased the efficiency of their hunting technology just enough to
give themselves a slight edge during the ecological disaster-Their relatively better
health and higher levels of energy enabled them to take advantage of the second
windfall of precious resources left by Franklin's retreating crews, and to destroy the
few remaining Ugjulingtniut.
Taken from In Order to Live Untroubled , pp.149
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SUBSISTENCE ACTIVITIES AND CAMP LIFE
Taken from The Netilik Eskimo, pp. 23-90
The Netsilik faced severe difficulties in hunting the animals essential to their survival. One
of their most menacing problems was a mobile and irregular game supply. The large caribou
herds on which the Netsilik depended for much of their clothing migrated north early in
spring, spending only the summer along the Arctic coast, then in autumn returning south to
the tree line. This meant the caribou was available for hunting only during the summer
months. Likewise the salmon trout migrated seasonally, swimming down the river to the sea
each spring, returning upstream to the lakes in the fall. To catch these fish, the Netsilik
had to be waiting at the rivers at just the right time.
Technological factors also imposed seasonal limitations on hunting. The seal, for instance,
was not a migrating animal, yet the Netsilik could hunt seals only in the winter. This was
because the Netsilik had no techniques for hunting seals from the water, and so had to wait
until the winter when they could get out on the ice directly above the seals for a kill.
These seasonable variabilities of game and hunting techniques meant that the Netsilik
Eskimos, like their food supply, were always on the move. These migrations were not random
in character. On the contrary, the annual migration cycle of the Netsilik followed a basic,
predictable pattern. This nomadic movement had two phases, which reflected the two main
seasonal changes in the Arctic. First, there was a short summer phase characterized by
migrations inland, accompanied by fishing for salmon trout and hunting for caribou. Second,
there was a longer winter phase during which the Netsilik hunted seals on the sea ice. The
summer phase represented a land adaptation; the winter phase, a marine adaptation.
To these two types of ecological adaptation corresponded not only marked changes in
technology but also different kinds of social morphology. Winter camps on the sea ice were
conspicuously large, bringing together a number of extended families for the purpose of
hunting seals collectively. At the center of the igloo encampment a large ceremonial
snowhouse allowed all camp fellows to assemble to watch drum dances and shamanistic
seances. The presence of so many people in one settlement encouraged communication,
markedly intensifying social life. Summer camps inland were much smaller. Concentration of
people there was restricted to a few families, mostly related by ties of blood or marriage.
Visiting, playing, and eating together took place daily during the warm season, yet few major
festivities occurred at the summer caribou hunting grounds. The annual migration cycle will
be presented in greater detail later on.
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At the beginning of this century the Netsilik knew of at least two types of tents. The
traditional Netsilik model was round at the base and supported by a single tent pole. A later
type was borrowed from the eastern neighbors of the Netsilik who lived along the
northwest shore of Hudson Bay. It was somewhat elongated and had a small H-shaped beam
placed on top of the pole, widening the ceiling and giving a roundish appearance to the roof.
The traditional Netsilik tent was conical and in general smaller. The tent was constructed by
first placing large, squarish stones in a ring, thus marking out the floor size of the tent.
Then a tent pole was erected in the middle of this circle, resting on a flat stone. At the
upper end of the pole a number of sealskin thongs were attached, strongly fastened at the
other ends to the heaviest of the ring stones. This constituted the frame of the tent, over
which a sealskin tent sheet was stretched. The bottom part of the sheet was pulled tight
and held solidly under the stone ring. Often additional stones were placed inside, leaning
heavily on the outer ring and pro viding more stability to the tent. All these precautions
were necessary for the small tent to withstand the pressure of strong winds and gales. Most
of this work, and essentially the carrying and placing of the heavy stones, was
accomplished by the men with some help from their women.
When it came to arranging the furnishings inside, women were free to act as they wished.
First the housewife placed a line of flat stones all across the floor space, separating
the sleeping area behind from the kitchen and work area in front, near the opening of the
tent. She covered the sleeping section with thick caribou furs to protect her people from
the humidity of the soil, which was usually marshy. Old clothing was thrown around the
sleeping area in a disorderly manner. In one corner she placed her husband's tool bag and his
bow and arrows.
Though some women preferred to have their fireplace (two or three stones supporting the
soapstone pot) just inside the door, usually the fireplace was located outside in order to
avoid the discomfort of smoke filling the tent. Near the fireplace the housewife kept a heap
of heather for the fire. She always kept some food, mostly fish at this season, in the
kitchen compartment beside the sealskin water containers, dog packs, and other items of
summer equipment. The tent was built to face away from the prevailing winds. The door was
a large opening covered by a loose, hanging sealskin. Right at the opening there were usually
two or three large stones, which were used as chairs, since the tent was too small to allow
visitors to sit inside. Inside the tent the housewife sat at one extremity of the sleeping
area while her husband occupied the middle. While the women in camp were busy with their
daily chores and their work on the tents, the men hunted for food. Although small herds of
caribou could be seen here and there, these animals were very lean in this season and their
fur was unsuitable for most purposes, but they were hunted occasionally. In addition the
camp had stored seal meat to eat. But the staple food of the Netsilik in July was fish, and it
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was fishing that took up most of the men's time. As mentioned, the salmon trout formed
schools and swam down the river to the ocean's coastal waters soon after breakup in July.
To take advantage of this yearly migration, the Netsilik had long before built stone weirs,
which were a kind of dam, across the rivers. They used these weirs to trap the trout, which
they then caught with their leisters. These stone weirs were preferably located near the
sea. Fishing for salmon trout during the downstream migration in July very seldom produced
substantial catches. Much more important were the fishing activities at the stone weirs
(saputit) in August.
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Finally, the beginning of August, when all preparations were completed, the people started
traveling inland toward the stone weirs with all their summer belongings. They hastened to
arrive at the fishing sites early enough to have time to repair the stone weirs before the
first runs of the salmon trout reached them. Some weirs were just a few miles from the
shore and could be reached in a day, others were deep inland and required camping en route.
On these inland migrations the men who owned kayaks paddled them upstream, by no means
an easy way to travel. The kayaks were heavily laden with various equipment hidden below
deck, and had to be handled expertly. When rapids were reached, the kayak had to be
portaged and a second trip made for the surplus load. Meandering bends of the river were
also shortened by portaging. Women and children, together with the men who did not own
kayaks, followed on foot. Often, however, the kayak owners accompanied their families
across the tundra and walked back to fetch their kayaks after camp was established at the
stone weir (see plate 2).
On these travels inland both men and women were heavily laden, carrying on their backs
sleeping skins, spare clothing, various tools, and food. The leisters were kept at hand. Small
children were put on their fathers' backs. Dogs were used as pack animals in this season,
each dog carrying two large and heavy pouches on either side (see plate 3). Dogs also carried
each family's carefully folded tent and heavy soapstone pot. Walking inland was a strenuous
exercise, as men and dogs sank several inches into the marshy tundra with each step. The
balance between the two pouches hanging on the dog's back was difficult to keep and had to
be constantly adjusted. All this made for frequent stops to allow men and beasts to rest.
As usual, the first task awaiting the people on reaching a camp site was to set up the tents
and get settled. The men then entered the river in order to examine the state of the stone
weir. During breakup the upper part of the stone weir was usually carried away by the
floating ice, resulting in damage that had to be assessed. The following day repair work on
the stone weir began. This was a long and laborious task which usually took two or three
days, depending on the number of men participating. Up to their waists in the ice-cold water,
half naked, the workers piled stones for hours, taking occasional breaks to warm up and eat.
Work proceeded quickly, since everything had to be ready in time for the first run of
salmon returning from the sea around the first or second week of August.
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AT THE CARIBOU CROSSING PLACE
The first herds of migrating caribou, mostly cows, reached the Netsilik area from the south
as early as mid-April. The bulls followed later, forming the rear guard of the migration.
These large formations traveled along habitual paths. Although numerous caribou spread for
the summer over Boothia Peninsula and King William Island, the preferred summer grounds
of the caribou were the eastern part of Boothia Isthmus and the area north of the three
largest local water masses: Lady Melville Lake, Netsilik Lake, and Willersted Inlet. Simpson
Peninsula and the region lying south of it attracted relatively few caribou. For summer
grazing the caribou spread over vast areas in small herds, from a half dozen up to twenty or
thirty individuals, with stragglers scattered here and there. In September the larger herds
formed again and the southbound migration began. This was the time for the great caribou
hunts. During this season the caribou were particularly fat, and their new hair was still
relatively short and very well suited for clothing. It was essential for the Netsilik to kill as
many caribou as they could precisely in this season, as the results of this hunting period
would have to be enough to last them for a year. Occasionally some caribou hunting with the
bow and arrow and even with the kayak took place during July and August, but the Eskimo
did not rely to any great extent on these marginal hunts.
The Netsilik used a number of caribou-hunting techniques which can be grouped into two
main categories: caribou hunting with the bow and arrow, and caribou hunting from the
kayak. The choice of hunting method depended on many factors: the nature of the
topography, including the presence or absence of suitable crossing places, flat plains, lakes,
or narrow valleys; the availability of game and the size of the herds; the climate and
resulting snow and ice conditions; the number of hunters and supporting personnel; and so
on.
The bow was used in hunting a number of different animals, such as polar bears, musk oxen,
ptarmigan, and occasionally waterfowl. Yet it was in caribou hunting that it was most
important to the Netsilik. The usual Netsilik bow was a composite weapon, about three feet
long, and consisted of several elements of antler and musk-ox horn held together with sinew
strings. The bowstave was generally reflex. The middle part or handle was of musk-ox horn
for better pliability, while the two thinner limbs were of antler. At the back of the stave,
between the joints of handle and limbs, there were thin antler splits, while thicker blocks of
antler were adjusted on the other side. Several hitches of plaited sinew joined splints and
blocks. The bow was reinforced with a backing of plaited sinew usually running all the length
of the stave and secured to it by means of numerous hitches; the bow string was also of
plaited sinew. The arrows had wooden shafts with long bone points, mostly barbless. The bow
and arrows were kept together in a sealskin quiver. The Netsilik employed the
Mediterranean type of arrow release. The preferred posture for shooting was half kneeling,
the left leg straight and the right knee a little above ground.
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The simplest method for catching caribou was to dig pits in deep mounds of snow at the
paths caribou habitually follow in early winter. Knives were planted in the bottom and often
snow and moss were used to cover the pitfall. Some urine was spread nearby to attract the
caribou. This method for trapping caribou, though simple, was infrequently used, however,
since it seldom gave any appreciable results. Stalking the caribou with the bow and arrow
was much more difficult, requiring great patience and endurance together with considerable
skill. It was preferably carried out by two hunters, the first serving as a blind for the
second. The strategy adopted depended on the nature of the terrain. As the caribou have an
excellent sense of smell, the hunters would first examine the wind direction. If the terrain
was uneven, they took advantage of every rock, swamp, or tuft of grass, crawling
circuitously toward the game and lying flat whenever the animal could see them. The hunters
might lie concealed like this for hours with the expectation that the caribou would draw
near them and come within shooting range. If the ground offered no cover, the hunters
stood up and imitated the gait of the caribou, their bodies bent forward with their hoods
covering their heads, their bows and sticks held upright like antlers. The hunters might
wander around pretending they were grazing, getting nearer and nearer until the time was
right to suddenly straighten and release an arrow. Sometimes the caribou itself, pushed by
curiosity, walked toward the hunters. There was no. rigidly established strategy in stalking,
the hunters constantly having to make ad hoc decisions and adapt to rapidly changing
circumstances.
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AUTUMN FISHING THROUGH THE THIN RIVER ICE
The late fall season was primarily a transitional period between the autumn caribou hunts
and the winter sealing activities. The weather was cold, with strong northwesterly winds.
Lakes, rivers, and sea arms were covered with ice. The marshy tundra became hard from the
frost, but there was still not very much snow on the ground. For subsistence during this
period, the Netsilik depended primarily on their cached fish and caribou meat, on river or
lake fishing, and occasionally on musk-ox hunting. In general, it was only when the summer
caches were emptied, or nearly so, that seal hunting would begin. Since neither salmon trout
nor lake trout were to be found in great concentrations at that season, the bands of twenty
or thirty people that camped together at the caribou hunting sites had to disperse
themselves in smaller units of just a few families and try their luck at several fishing spots.
Since the snow was not deep enough to allow for the building of igloos, the people had to
remain in their cold sealskin tents, which offered scant protection from the strong gales.
Occasionally, when sufficient snow was available, snow walls were built around the tents as
brakes against the wind.
But the most ingenious type of house that was used during this period was built with several
slabs of ice cut from a river or lake. At this season, lake ice was about six or seven inches
thick. Two or three men armed with ice picks collaborated to cut the blocks needed. A
number of holes were made in the ice along the intended outline of the rectangular slab,
about five by three feet in size. The slab was detached by pressure. A little hole was then
made at the corner, a sealskin thong passed through, and the heavy slab dragged to the
building site. Eight to ten slabs were sufficient for an ice hut. The slabs were bound with a
mortar of snow and water, then the tent skins were stretched over the ice wall to make a
roof and a doorway was cut at the joint between two slabs. For that particular season this
was a very commodious shelter, though as soon as enough snow was packed on the slope of
hills, both tents and ice huts were abandoned and igloos erected (see plate 7)
Because of the shortage of driftwood, wooden sledges were very rare. Some hunters,
primarily among the eastern Netsilik, were obliged to make sledges out of sealskins as a
substitute for wood. These were most ingeniously built out of the tent sheets that had been
used that summer. The tent was cut in half, each half rolled up, and the rolls lowered into
the river waters through a hole in the ice. When thoroughly wet and soft, the skins were
pulled out again and spread out. Then fish were laid along one side of each of the tent
halves, shingle-fashion. Then the two skins were rolled up again with the fish inside, this
time very tightly, bound all around with sealskin thongs and left to freeze after being
flattened with their ends turned up. The end result was sufficiently thick with the addition
of the fish sections inside. For crossbars, caribou antlers were employed, bound tightly to
the runners with sealskin thongs. For the preparation of shoeing, some moss was pulverized
and mixed with snow and water in a bowl cut in the river ice. This sludge was applied to the
underside of the runners in a thick coating, hand smoothed, left to freeze, and smoothed
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again with a knife. Then an ice glazing was spread over the peat shoeing. The Eskimo took
mouthfuls of river water, spewed them into a piece of polar-bear fur, and gently rubbed the
wet fur over the coarse peat cover. This produced a hard and very resistant coat of thin ice
that allowed the sled to run smoothly over the snow-covered surfaces and protected the
skin runners themselves. The sledge was then ready for the dogs to be harnessed to it.
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A very rigorous taboo was observed while the sewing work was in progress: no hunting
whatsoever could be undertaken. Most if not all the work connected with new clothing was
customarily carried out at special camp sites, usually located on the seacoast. These
settlements were somewhat larger than the previous ones and constituted a transition
between the summer, inland phase and the winter, marine phase of the annual migration
cycle. While the seamstresses were busy with the skins, the men traveled back and forth
between camp and caches, bringing in supplies of caribou meat and fish. There were many
other things to do as well in preparation for the forthcoming winter season. Besides the
repair and building of sledges, they had to put in good order the numerous tools and weapons
needed for sealing and bear hunting, check on the dog harnesses and lines, etc. Most
evenings were passed in song fests and communal meals.
The distribution of activities and the duration of this transitional phase seem to have varied
greatly among the different Netsilik subgroups from year to year. The Arviligjuarmiut
fished intensely during the first part of October and made most of their new clothing
immediately afterwards at their special sewing place on the southern shore of Pelly Bay. The
occasional musk-ox hunts were done only after the completion of all skin work. Among the
northern Netsilik the preparation of the new clothing followed the caribou hunts more
closely. Determination of the time when sealing was to begin depended essentially on how
much stored food there was. In lean years, people had to move to the sea ice by the end of
November, but if there were plenty of cached supplies, the move could be postponed until
the end of February or even the beginning of March. In most normal years, the Netsilik
congregated in their large winter camps on the flat sea ice by January.
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SEAL HUNTING IN MIDWINTER
Midwinter in the Arctic regions is the darkest and coldest season of the year. At its highest
point, the sun barely shows above the horizon and twilight reigns for the rest of the short
day. Land and sea are frozen hard, with the sea ice over seven feet thick. The tundra looks
more barren and desolate than ever, with nearly all caribou and migrating birds gone south,
and lemmings, marmots, and hares burying themselves under the snow. Frequent winds sweep
the snow, making it drift and piling it high and hard under slopes and hills. Blizzards and
snowstorms greatly reduce visibility.
It was through this frozen desert that the Netsilik had to travel to reach the seal-hunting
areas, taking with them their women and children, their sledges loaded high and heavy with
all the necessities of life. The Netsilik had very little food to spare for their dogs and
consequently could afford to keep an average of only one or two dogs per family. This meant
that the men had to help the dogs to move the heavy sledges while at the same time guiding
the dogs with the whip and directing the sledge between all the crevices and pits in the
broken ice that the caravans had to cross. The wives usually led the dogs, walking in front of
them at a distance of five to ten yards, turning frequently and shouting the signal cries.
Sometimes, however, the women had to join the men in dragging the sledges. Only small
children incapable of walking over long distances were allowed to sit on the sledges. As for
the older people they dragged themselves behind the caravan, painfully stumbling over the
protruding ice, moving their feet with difficulty through the thick snow, and falling farther
and farther behind the caravan. Often the main part of the group had reached its
destination and completely set up camp before the older people caught up.
Seals were to be found in many bays and straits of the Netsilik coast; they were especially
plentiful at Pelly Bay, Shepherd Bay and Rae Strait, and Lord Mayor Bay. Many factors
influenced the choice of a particular camp site within a general marine area, but the most
important was the presence of clusters of seal breathing holes, an unmistakable indication
of seal availability. The sealing area also had to be well covered with snow. The seal could
easily hear the hunter's steps on the ice if there was no layer of snow to dampen the noise.
But the snow cover could not be too thick or soft, as then the breathing holes were
extremely difficult to find. It was also essential for the settlement to be located near a pile
of old, broken ice imprisoned in the fresh and smooth ice sheet. Old sea ice has the
characteristic of losing most of its salinity after a year, and it was necessary that old sea
ice be available in order for the camp to have a supply of drinking water.
Hunting seals at the breathing holes was the main subsistence activity of the Netsilik from
January until the end of May. It was essentially a group activity requiring the collaboration
of numerous hunters, which is easy to understand when the winter habits of the seal are
taken into consideration. The seal is an air-breathing mammal, and he has to come to the
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surface of the sea every fifteen or twenty minutes and breathe prolongedly. This is easy
enough in summer, but in the winter, when the sea is covered with a continuous sheet of ice,
the seal has to breathe through a hole in the ice. This hole the seal makes himself, right
after ice formation in autumn, by scratching the lower part of the sea ice with his sharp
claws. This creates a small air-filled ice dome which is gradually covered with snow. As the
sea ice thickens to six or seven feet through the winter, the seal keeps his breathing hole
open by continuously destroying any new ice that forms in it, until his breathing hole has
taken on the form of a tall funnel with a small air chamber on top. The warm air from the
seal's breath makes a small hole through the snow cover.
Since a seal has to move over a considerable area in his search for food and cannot return
constantly to the same breathing hole, he generally uses a number of breathing holes over a
wide area. This makes it very difficult for a single hunter to catch a seal, since he could not
possibly watch all the breathing holes that a seal might be using. If, however, a group of
hunters attends a number of breathing holes lying in proximity, their chances of catching a
seal speedily will be considerably increased; thus the Netsilik joined in large winter camps so
that a maximum number of hunters could collaborate.
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In size as well as complexity the igloos varied greatly. There were very small igloos built by
travelers for an overnight stay and designed to provide shelter for one or two men. The
usual family igloos may have ranged from nine to fifteen feet in diameter and slightly over
six feet in height. In these the sleeping platform was twenty to thirty inches high and
extended in depth to nearly two thirds of the igloo. The doorway was less than three feet
high. Among neighboring tribes the Netsilik were highly regarded for their igloo-building
abilities. When working at full speed, a man helped by his wife could erect a family-size igloo
in slightly more than a hour.
Arranging the furnishings inside an igloo was mainly the woman's task. After all the family's
possessions had been thrown inside on the sleeping platform and the opening in the wall
closed, the woman lit her soapstone lamp. She placed this lamp on the kitchen table, making
it stand flat with three antler or wooden sticks stuck vertically in the snow table. The lamp
was placed with the inner edge of the crescent turned toward the interior of the hut. To
provide fuel for the lamp, she extracted a piece of frozen blubber from the blubber bag
and beat it with the blubber pounder on a board until it became soft and the oil liquefied.
(The blubber pounder was a common tool made of the distal end of a musk-ox horn with
several incisions serving as a handle.) The woman then threw this dripping piece of blubber
on the lamp. From a round sealskin container shethen took some finely chopped wick moss
soaked with oil and skillfully laid it all along the outer edge of the lamp. It was essential that
the lamp be lighted to its maximal capacity.
Then the housewife either made fire herself with pyrites and a piece of iron or went out to
bring fire from a neighboring igloo, in which case she carried a flaming piece of moss in her
hands, under her coat. She lit the long lampwick, and soon the entire length of moss would
be burning. As the burning wick heated the lamp, the blubber melted completely and the
lamp was fully operative. The housewife controlled the wick with a stone wick trimmer,
which she used to sharpen the upper edge of the wick to eliminate smoke; and underneath
the lamp she put an oval sealskin container to catch any oil that might drip through the
porous stone. The heat generated by the fully lit lamp led to a slight melting of the inner
surface of the igloo, which helped the blocks settle down and caused a thin crust of ice to
be formed which welded the blocks together and increased the strength of the ceiling. Her
lamp lit, the wife then set about ordering her household.
In order to set the drying rack above the lamp, three long sticks were necessary. The first
usually came from the leister's shaft. It was stuck vertically in the floor, right at the outer
corner of the kitchen platform. It supported the ends of the other two sticks, which were
horizontally stuck into the igloo wall. These sticks provided the support for the drying rack,
which was indispensable for the drying of wet clothing.
The drying rack itself consisted of a rectangular frame of antler over which a net of thin
caribou-skin thongs was hung. One of the supporting sticks was arranged so that it was
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parallel to the lamp's axis, and it was from this stick that the soapstone pot was suspended
on thongs, right above the lamp wick. Meat sticks and soup ladles were usually placed on the
kitchen platform. The soup ladle was made of the proximal end of a musk-ox horn, with a
small handle at the back. Many cuts of meat were also thrown on the kitchen platform,
behind the lamp. Near the drying rack a piece of antler was driven into the wall for hanging
various dippers and sealskin containers, which were used mostly for water carrying.
Once her kitchen was in order, the wife looked after the bedding. She placed the tent pole
at the edge of the sleeping platform, to provide additional resistance to the friction caused
by constant climbing and sitting at the platform edge. The sleeping skins were never laid
directly on the snow platform. For insulation from the moisture of the snow, caribou ribs
were frequently laid down first, aligned in rows, or the waterproof kayak skins might be
used for the same purpose. On top of the insulating material came the mattress skins, two
layers of the thickest caribou fur, the hair of the lower layer facing downwards and the hair
of the upper layer upwards. Then came the blanket or sleeping skins, sewn together. The
Netsilik did not use sleeping bags. In addition to their bedding, they threw old clothing at
the back of the sleeping platform.
They neglectfully stored extra skins, various amounts of meat and blubber, and all the
weapons and tools on the floor at the opposite corner of the kitchen platform and in the
snow porch. Small pups were usually kept on the igloo floor. Harpoons and spears were stuck
in the outside igloo wall near the entrance, and the snow beater was stuck into the wall on
the inside.
There were several snow constructions outside, nearby the igloos. Dog feed was kept high on
an elevated snow platform, out of reach of the dogs. For the sealskin sledge a special
shelter was dug out in the snow and well covered with snow blocks. Finally, a small toilet
room was built near the igloo settlement. It was a small, round shelter constructed of snow
blocks, sufficient for protection from the drifting snow.
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The decision where to hunt was taken after much discussion and deliberation. The hunters
concentrated their attention on the areas consisting entirely of fresh flat ice, since seals
avoided all old broken ice. After each hunt, long comments were made on the seal availability
in particular areas. These discussions were sometimes continued in the morning before
preparations for the new hunting expedition had started. The say of the elderly hunters
naturally carried greater weight, although the younger men freely expressed their views.
Each winter camp had a leader, usually the eldest of the capable hunters, and it was up to
him finally to decide when and where to hunt. The hunters started their preparations early
in the morning. A good meal before departure was indispensable, since that was often all the
food the sealers would eat on a hunting day, at least until their return in the evening. After
the meal they put on their outer clothing and thick footwear, then checked and assembled
the various instruments to be used during the hunt. The dogs were put on leash, the
harpoons were tested for strength, and everywhere there was an atmosphere of general
excitement. As Amundsen, who watched the departure of a large sealing party, skillfully
observed:
They have a great deal to talk about. One would think they were living in a world of
stirring events, and offering a variety of topics for conversation and discussion, and not
here in an ice field, which has been lying silent and desolate for aeons, and where life
from day to day, yea, from century to century, has gone on in changeless monotony
(igo8:3o).
The group set off together toward the selected hunting area, which was not too far, usually
within walking distance from camp. Once there, the group split up and the hunters moved
individually in different directions, led by their dogs. The role of the dog was of crucial
importance in winter sealing. Since there was no sign on the snow surface that might
indicate the presence of a breathing hole below, the hunters relied on their dogs' sense of
smell to find them. As soon as the dog smelled a breathing hole he stopped and either
turned around at the same place or lay down. Not all dogs were good at this task, so a dog
with a good smell for breathing holes was highly prized for his usefulness in sealing.
Once his dog had indicated that a breathing hole was nearby, the hunter announced the
discovery with a loud cry. Other hunters searching close by then rushed to the scene and
thrust their snow probes into the snow, trying to find the narrow breathing hole. The hunter
who first actually hit the hole became its "owner" and remained there, though he was not
always the one whose dog had initially discovered the presence of the hole. This custom of
course, was not observed by those other hunters who were out of earshot or who had
already found their own holes.
Having found a breathing hole, the hunter then prepared for the watch. First he removed
his dog from the hunting place and tied him to a block of snow. Then he cut away the upper
layer of snow covering the breathing hole with the snow knife and leaned down to see and
smell whether the breathing hole was still in use or whether it was abandoned and frozen. If
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the hole was a good one, he broke the hard, ice-like snow on top with the ice pick fixed on
this harpoon and removed it with the ice scoop. Then he took his long, curved breathing-hole
searcher and examined the contours inside and the curvature of the hole in order to
determine the direction in which the harpoon should be thrust. After this the hunter again
covered the breathing hole with snow, holding the snow probe straight in the middle of this
snow heap, right above the hole and in the proper striking direction. When he lifted the
snow probe out, a tiny dark hole of about half an inch remained below in the snow. The down
indicator was then prepared for use. With a little saliva, a single piece of down was attached
to the claws of the hard sinew so that the swan's-down appeared like a barely visible, curved
thread between them. The indicator then was placed on the snow, with the single piece of
bright down resting exactly above the dark little hole. In case there was drifting snow that
might cover the hole, the breathing-hole protector, a small cylinder of translucid sealskin,
was placed right on top. The agitation of the water below following the arrival of the seal
sent an air movement through the tiny hole which made the swan's-down vibrate. This was
the signal for the strike.
While boys over the age of twelve were hunting seals already with the men, smaller children
stayed in the camp and played outside, oblivious of the cold. Off and on they would duck
inside for a bite of meat or a drink of water, or they might move their games into the dance
house, filling the air with laughter. Older girls and even married women, after having
watched the younger ones for some time, would suddenly jump and excitedly join the play,
only to withdraw later just as abruptly and resume their work. Relatively small girls around
the age of ten actively helped their mothers, some even carrying babies on their backs.
Women abstained from sewing. As long as the sun was low, there was a taboo forbidding all
sewing work. Around March, however, the sun moved high enough for the taboo to be
relaxed, and the women were able to repair some clothing at the camp.
While the hunters were sealing, a great deal of visiting went on in camp. The large winter
settlements united people who were separated the rest of the year, and were the ideal place
for endless chatting and gossip. Visiting took place informally. The women, often
accompanied by their small children, walked in and out of the igloos, visiting several
households in succession and spending much time in each one. This went on all day until, in
the evening, somebody spotted the returning hunters on the horizon and gave the call. Then
the whole community came out of their igloos to scan the horizon for the hunters, trying to
guess about their success. Lively conversation greeted the hunters on their arrival. The
exhausted men removed their outer clothing together with their caribou fur boots. Coats,
trousers, and boots were carefully beaten with the snow beater to remove any snow
remaining on the fur, then the clothing was spread to dry on top of the drying rack while the
men put on short sealskin boots sufficient for walking around camp.
The evening meal followed quickly. All members of an extended family usually ate together,
men and boys on one side, women, girls, and small children on the other. Then came the
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men's turn to do some visiting. Informal gatherings took place here and there, all the events
of the day were discussed, and plans for future hunts were worked out. Then, one by one,
the men withdrew to their igloos and prepared for sleep.
During the night the igloo door was closed with a snow block functioning as a door. When
bedtime came, people undressed completely, quickly jumped under the sleeping skins, and
slept naked with their heads toward the entrance. The housewife was the last to go to bed,
for she had to turn down the flame on the lamp, leaving a very small flame burning all night,
and to place the korvik, a long chamber pot of sealskin, on the floor within easy reach.
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It can be seen that, though the annual migration cycle of the Netsilik was based on two
primary phases-the winter on the sea ice hunting seals, the summer inland fishing and
hunting caribou-transitions between the marine and the inland phases were not abrupt. The
passage from one to the other was accomplished gradually, with many technological
characteristics of one season's activities being carried over to the next with some
modifications and additions. Spring sealing is a case in point. Hunting seals with harpoons at
the breathing holes was a characteristic midwinter activity associated with igloo life on the
sea ice. In spring a much simplified harpooning of seals still took place, but from tent
settlements established on the firm land. The seal-hunting complex was thus carried over
into spring, when it became associated with some summer elements. Furthermore, there
were traits specific to the transitional phases: karmaq, icehouses, bearskins used for
sledging, etc.; but the existence of these transitional forms did not blur the basic marineinland dichotomy of the Netsilik annual cycle.
Game, both migratory and resident, was somewhat unevenly distributed throughout the
Netsilik area. Musk oxen were hunted profitably only by the eastern Netsilik. Cod was
abundant primarily in the western bays and straits of the country, while caribou availability
was maximal in the area of Boothia Isthmus. As for salmon trout fishing, the Pelly Bay
Eskimos were in the best location. This indicates that even within a single tribal area such as
the Netsilik one, each subgroup exploring the resources of a particular region must have
evolved specific and somewhat differentiated patterns of ecological adaptation. It is
probable that the people around Boothia Isthmus acquired over 50 per cent of their
subsistence from hunting caribou and seals, with fishing correspondingly less important,
while the reverse was true for the people of Pelly Bay.
After studying the Netsilik hunters, one might think that their constant and intensive
efforts, involving the use of so many ingenious hunting techniques and adaptive strategies,
would result in abundant and regular game returns, but this was hardly the case. At the
winter settlement of Kuggup Pamiut in Shepherd Bay, Rasmussen conducted a detailed
survey of the local sealing results. This village of thirty-one persons counted twelve hunters
who, for the whole of the winter season, had caught about 150 seals. Assuming that winter
hunting started in January and ended in May, for a period of five months the yield was one
seal a day. A ringed seal in those regions weighs on the average sixty pounds. With bones
and skin amounting to over ten pounds, about fifty pounds consisting of meat, blubber, blood,
and intestines could be considered food. Thus there was a share of slightly less than two
pounds of edible seal meat per person per day. With about one third of the community
consisting of children, the share of the adults was correspondingly larger, but on the other
hand, substantial amounts of blubber were used in the lamp, and the thirty dogs in the
community had to be fed out of the seal as well. "As the result of a whole winter's hunting in
all kinds of weather this may well be said to have been dearly bought food ..." (Rasmussen
1931:153 )
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Rasmussen's data on caribou returns are much less reliable, since the great caribou hunts he
observed at the southern tip of King William Island were carried out with guns. But judging
from the drawings of Eskimos made during Ross's journey across Boothia Felix, a number of
people used bear and fox skins as substitutes for caribou fur clothing, clearly indicating
that the Netsilik were not always able to kill enough caribou to cover even their elementary
needs for winter clothing.
The Netsilik, then, were far from living in a land of plenty. The migratory life described in
this chapter was a very harsh one, requiring tremendous adaptive abilities on the part of
these people to stay alive at all. Probably all the technological and ecological adaptive
patterns described so far would not have been enough to ensure the Netsilik's survival
without a similar evolution of adaptive social forms, and these forms are the subject that
we will consider next.
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The Netsilik knew of a number of rather formalized techniques for peacemaking that were
positive in the sense that usually they brought conflict into the open and resolved it in a
definitive manner. These techniques were fist fights, drum duels, and approved execution.
Any man could challenge another to a fist fight for any reason. Usually they stripped to the
waist and the challenger received the first blow. Only one blow was given at a time, directed
against temple or shoulder. Opponents stood without guard and took turns, the contest
continuing until one of the fighters had had enough and gave up. This seemed to settle the
quarrel, for, as one informant put it: "After the fight, it is all over; it was as if they had
never fought before."
As well as its use in the wife-exchange practice, the song duel was a ritualized means of
resolving any grudge two men might hold against each other. The songs were composed
secretly and learned by the wives of the opponents. When ready, the whole group assembled
in the ceremonial igloo, with a messenger finally inviting the duelists. As was the case with
all drum dancing, each wife sang her husband's song in turn, while the latter danced and
beat the drum in the middle of the floor, watched by the community. The audience took
great interest in the performance, heartily joking and laughing at the drummers' efforts to
crush each other by various accusations of incest, bestiality, murder, avarice, adultery,
failure at hunting, being henpecked, lack of manly strength, etc. The opponents used all their
wits and talent to win the approval of the assembly. Here is an example of a derisive song
collected by Rasmussen (1931:342-45):
A certain Ilukitsoq Arnarituat from Itivnarssuk (Back's River region) had in a song
accused Nakasuk of being a poor hunter. Nakasuk, who is the leading man, whom
everybody at the villages at Iluileq relies on, hits back by first ironically painting
himself as a bad hunter, that his wife has to beg for food and clothing from her
neighbours. Then he chastises and mocks his opponent for sexual excesses and
impotence, and concludes with a description of how he once, quite alone and sitting on
the ice, had held a bearded seal on his harpoon line and killed it.
I will now put together
What is to be my song which nobody wants to sing Thus-they were only pitiable The
women-these
Who on the neighbours had to run
Like women whom a provider were forced to lack. This is what I would like to recall: He
it was-my big song-fellow Because he tried to get at me. He-my big song-fellow
(Ilukitsoq )
Properly forestalling me-prating about everything he could
think of
Pattered out words-sang a song of derision At the festival house here-by the side of
it;
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His eyes were not boldly raised-how was it he behaved? When I happened to hear
about him-I almost made you
better than you are
For the sake of your helpfulness-once I, who am not accustomed to help Men-in the
right way. And so I think I now can answer In the festival house's room
When I sing mockingly-when I doughtily begin to patter
out the words
I can usually answer-for I am one about whom nothing is
heard
As I am one devoid of anything untrustworthy. What was it? On the sea's ice For your
daughter-in-law Teriarnaq-yonder You conceived immoral desires And yearned for her.
You are one with brief thoughts-and your thoughts never
go to
Your wife, poor Akta;
(Your penis) That, to be taken with the hand, that, fondly
desired
When it really felt a yearning it needed no help And certainly, it could at that timeBut
towards your wife-the desired one
You had to have help from Savinajuk-there, Your great helping spirit there
He had to help you, when you were really going to; When I heard this of you-I did not
think of you as one I need fearl
But what was that? At Itivnarssuk over there on the land People say that your sister
Inugpanguaq
On your way at night
Was felt by you, indeed, was squeezed by youl
When I heard that of you, I did not feel much inclined to remember you
In that way-I used to look out for
Arnarituat from Winerfik's summit
I used to look out for him
And wished he would appear at last-through Aimarqutaq bay there
On his way to our land-and not simply rest content with sending songs of derision
To Imeriaq's bay-I tried to cross his path.
But I suppose you had no one to go with you-of kinsmen Or women who are pretty.
At Putuggut and Nuvavssuit islands
At Arfangnak islands and Umanaq's sound
A big bearded seal through its breathing hole I got hold of No hunting companion (was
there) down there It was Arnarituat's vainly tried for, that there Which I got hold of
there
Quite alone, sitting-out therel
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Contests involving derisive songs constituted remarkable efforts to resolve conflict in
several ways. First, this was a formalized procedure involving preparation and a controlled
succession of actions. Apparently free rein was given to the expression of aggressive
feelings, yet they have to be molded in verse form. Second, conflict is brought out into the
open, with society present to act as arbiter. But society did not act as a judge, separating
right from wrong or condemning culprits or absolving innocent individuals. Most of the
derisive songs recorded by Rasmussen contained no reference to private grudges. It was
rather the whole personalities of the opponents that were evaluated through their
performances. The more biting and witty the song, the better was the reaction of the
audience. Society stimulated the free expression of aggressive feelings. Song duels thus
undoubtedly had a cathartic value for the individual opponents, and in this particular sense
conflicts became "resolved." Sometimes one or both of the opponents at the end of a song
duel continued to feel enmity. When this was the case, they often decided to resume
fighting, this time with their fists. This definitely settled the matter.
Execution or approved homicide was another important technique used to control socially
undesirable aggression. From time to time there was trouble with insanity, an individual
starting to behave in an increasingly strange and dangerous manner, physically menacing and
hitting other people. Or sometimes dangerous sorcerers became old and bitter, and took to
performing malevolent magic against even their close relatives. These people seemed to hate
everybody and to have no mercy even for children. Obviously they constituted a serious
threat to the peace of the camp, and a stop had to be put to their vicious activities. Often
shamans used their supernatural helpers to neutralize an evil sorcerer. There are two
historic cases of approved physical execution. The first was recorded by both Rasmussen
(1931:30-31) and Steenhoven (.1959:53-54). The latter version is more detailed and is
reproduced below. The informant is Kringorn, born in 1905 and living at Pelly Bay:
Around 1922-I was about sixteen years of age-we were living in a large winter house near
Lake Willerstedt. I recall the following camp members: my grandparents Aolajut and
Kukiaut; their younger son Krimitsiark, who always accompanied his parents; their oldest son
Kokonwatsiark; their younger sons Abloserdjuark and Arnaktark; Igjukrak, who was
Aolajut's cousin and married to the latter's sister Nujakrit; Igjukrak's two sons-in-law
Nerlongajok and Magnerk. All were accompanied by their wives and children. There were also
non-relatives in the same camp, but I was early adopted by my grandparents. My father
Kokonwatsiark (alias Ubloriaksugssuk) was the "oldest" of the camp. I was early adopted by
my grandparents and I lived therefore under the supervision of my uncle Krimitsiark. It was
around the darkest time of the year and the camp was preparing to move from the lake,
where they had been fishing, on to the sea to hunt seal. The women were busy sewing
clothing and thawing meat to be consumed during the journey.
Krimitsiark and Magnerk had already helped Arnaktark to pack forward some six miles, and
Magnerk stayed with him there, so as to keep an eye on him; for Arnaktark had suffered
the last months from psychic disturbances for the first time in his life. But after two days,
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Arnaktark disappeared and Magnerk set out to find him. But he failed to locate him and
returned to the main camp to inform the family, upon which Kokonwatsiark and
Abloserdjuark started searching, also without success. Shortly after, Arnaktark must have
returned to his igloo and that same night he stabbed his wife Kakortingnerk in her stomach.
She fled on foot with her child on her shoulders, and after arriving at the main camp she
told what had happened.
They started to fear that he might stab again at someone they loved, and they discussed
what should be done. The discussion was held among family, and it was felt that Arnaktark,
because he had become a danger to them, should be killed. Kokonwatsiark said that he would
carry out the verdict himself and the others agreed. Old father Aolajut was not supposed to
do it, because Arnaktark was his own son; but if Kokonwatsiark for some reason would not
have done it, the next oldest, Abloserdjuark, would have offered himself to do it. After the
decision was taken, Kokonwatsiark notified the non-relatives, because they also were afraid.
All agreed that there was no alternative. Then the entire camp broke up: Aolajut,
Kokonwatsiark, Abloserdjuark, Nerlongajok and Igjukrak traveled to Amaktark's igloo, and
Krimitsiark led the others and the women and children along another route to the new
camp at the coast. Upon arrival at Arnaktark's place, the latter was standing outside, and
Kokonwatsiark said to him: "Because you do not know very well any more
(have lost control of your mind), I am going to `have' you." Then he aimed at his heart and
shot him through the chest. Then they moved on to join the others at
the coast. His grave is yonder, towards the end of Willerstedt Lake.
The second case was recorded both by Steenhoven and myself, though from different
informants. My version is presented below. A few preliminary details had been already
gathered by Rasmussen (1931:143-44), who noticed that the old woman Krittark was
heartlessly treated by her sonin-law Mikaluk (Arverk). She was poorly clad and often
dragged behind when the sleds moved ahead. Apparently Mikaluk could not do better, since
he had barely enough clothing skins for his wife and children.
According to my informant, Nakasuk was Krittark's daughter. Nakasuk had two co-husbands,
the young Mikaluk and Tingerjak, who was older and had decided to leave the household to
marry another woman. Krittark also had a son. Krittark literally hated everybody; she made
trouble all the time, using her powers as a sorceress. She stabbed her own son with a knife
through the wrist. She used to remove the amulets from the children's clothes for no
apparent reason. Repeatedly she cut small pieces of fur from people's clothing and hid these
in graves, trying to cripple them. Her daughter finally became frightened when she thought
that her mother might bewitch her husband Mikaluk, and so she decided that Mikaluk should
kill Krittark. It happened in winter during a migration. Krittark lagged a short distance
behind, then sat down to rest, her back turned to the sled. At that very moment Nakasuk
asked Mikaluk to kill the old woman, which he did, shooting her through the head. Krittark's
spirit later became an evil ghost and tried repeatedly to take revenge and kill Nakasuk.
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Several years later Nakasuk saw a fish with a big head in a lake. She thought this was her
mother's spirit bringing death to her, and she died a year later.
Both cases indicate that gratuitous aggressiveness and insanity could not be tolerated
indefinitely. There came a point when drastic measures had to be taken, even if it meant
execution. The fatal decision was taken informally within the circle of relatives present in
the camp. It seems that non-relatives abstained from getting involved, and if the situation
became too dangerous, they preferred to move away. The execution was always carried out
by a close relative. This was considered a duty and had the advantage of avoiding any
possibility of revenge. There were thus extreme instances when, in the absence of
established courts and rigid judicial procedures, the kindred could act in an informal manner
to judge and impose the death sentence when necessary. It should be emphasized, however,
that the kindred's capacity to act as arbiter was applicable only to the most critical
situations when camp peace could not be maintained by any other means.
There was one other very important strategy for conflict resolution or, better, for conflict
avoidance. This strategy consisted simply of withdrawal. Whenever a situation came up in
which an individual disliked somebody or a group of people in the band, he often pitched his
tent or built his igloo at the opposite extremity of the camp or moved to another settlement
altogether. This is common practice even today. A reading of the topographical distribution
of the dwellings in a large camp reveals not only the alignments of kinsmen living close by,
but also the affinities and hostilities of the camp fellows. People who like each other stay
together, those who do not live apart. An additional detail is significant in this respect. If
for any reason two families who are not on friendly terms have to camp close by, the
openings of their dwellings will face in opposite directions, indicating that there is no
intercourse between the two families. The opposite is true if the families like each other.
Dwelling distribution therefore becomes a very good guide to the social preferences of a
Netsilik community. As old quarrels are mended and new hostilities arise, fresh alignments
emerge. It is by no means an uncommon sign to see a family pack its belongings and move
from one part of the camp to another to adjust to its friendship alignments.
In dealing with aggression in the Netsilik community, the whole field of social control was
characterized by flexibility. Highly variable personality and situational factors make it
impossible to establish any arbitrary connections between wrongdoing and sanction. But this
does not mean, as Steenhoven supposed, that "formal anarchy" prevailed. Netsilik society
did have behavioral norms, mostly concerned with the broad interests of the community as a
whole. There were definite obligations with regard to food procurement and food sharing.
Freedom of access to important natural resources was also essential. When camp stability
was endangered by individuals who disregarded these community interests, or upset the
social balance by disruptive aggressive activity or by evil sorcery or insanity, the community
did take action-even to the extreme of execution, if it was needed.
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BLM 1.18

Contact

In addition to the blurring of group distinctiveness, another result of the events of 1848 to
1858 was the Netsilingmiut reputation for fierceness and warlike behaviour. In the 1860s
Aivilik and Arvilikjuaq people repeatedly warned American explorer Charles Francis Hall not
to enter Netsilingmiut country, and attempted to dissuade him with stories of murder and
vio lence similar to those that had frightened William Ullebuk during John Rae's second
expedition. Like Rae, Hall had to abandon his attempt to reach King William Island in 1866
when no one would agree to accompany him." On his second attempt, in 1869, he found some
willing guides, seal" on the south but when the party met "about hunting p vik (Joe
Eberbing), coast of the island, there were some tense moments. one of Hall's interpreters,
said the Netsilingmiut "showed fight when we first saw them, and had knives, and one of
them the barrel of a rifle made sharp like a knife."" On the journey back to Repulse Bay,
Hall saw the military mindset of a group of Pelly Bay men, whose reaction to seeing
guns for the first time was that they would "be a good thing to kill Inuits with."" The word
inuit means "people," and is not necessarily an ethnic identifier. It is likely that the remarks
of the Pelly Bay men should have been translated as "a good thing to kill people with."
Other Pelly Bay people were distresssed enough over the continuin conflicts in their land to
consider permanent emigration. At least one family moved to Aivilik in the 1860s to escape
the violent hostilities between their people and the Netsilingmiut.
The oral evidence ofAivilik people in the 1860s suggests that even Aivilik was not a safe
refuge. They maintained that "the natives of Pelly bay ... are a hostile tribe, who occasionally
come and make a raid on the Iwilli [Aivilik] tribe of Repulse bay, and take everything away
from them. "S4 Utkusiksalingmiut shared the fear and passionate dislike, making it clear to
Schwatka's 1878-79 searching party that they regarded the Netsilingmiut with extreme
hostility.
The available evidence suggests that the Netsilik nor less warlike or inhospitable to
strangers than other Inuit groups before 1832. In spite ofperiodically violent relations with
the Arvilikjua they maintained communications and kinship ties with them, and shared
territory, settlements, and resources at Lord Mayor's Bay. They had friends and relatives
at Igloolik and Aivilik, and many of their women were Ugjulingmiut from Ding William Island.
They included in their community a number of men and women who were not Netsilik-born,
and at least one who was not Inuit. They did not object to the presence of John
Ross's party in their country. They were not territorially expansive, nor did
they attempt to exploit the resources of other territories.
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By 1847, however, as John Rae's experience showed, they had a growing reputation for
belligerence, apparently born out of their willingness to use violence in protection of
resources they already possessed. And after the abandonment of Victory in 1832, they had
resources worth protecting. Their activities after 1850 suggest that by then they were also
prepared to fight in order to acquire new resources. Their expansion to the west and
southwest was motivated by desire to gain access to the abundant supplies of useful
articles at Ugiulik and along the western and southern coasts of KingWifam
Island. The abandonments of Victory, Erebus, and Terror in 1832 and 1848, and
the windfall of resources they contained, were of major significance in the
ability of the Boothia Peninsula people to survive environmental stress in
the forty middle years of the nineteenth century. Efforts to gain access to
valuable resources and the need to protect them led to changed relations
among the groups of the larger Netsilik society, including expansion of
territory and warfare.

Taken from In Order to Live Untroubled, pp.152 - 153
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EPILOGUE, 1989: THE NETSILINGMIUT TODAY
SLOW CULTURE CHANGE BETWEEN 1920 AND THE EARLY 1960s
When Knud Rasmussen in 1923 journeyed through the Netsilik country, most of the Inuit
were already in possession of muzzle loading guns acquired from a trader established near
Repulse Bay, northwest of Hudson's Bay. These old guns were not very effective; they were
hardly better than the bow and arrow. The very day Rasmussen left the Netsilik area, a boat
arrived carrying construction materials and supplies for the first Hudson's Bay trading post
to be built in that remote part of the Arctic. That same season the Netsilik Inuit acquired
both high powered rifles and steel traps. In 1936 a Catholic missionary established the first
mission near the mouth of the Kugardjuk River, on the east coast of Pelly Bay. In a very
short time, the Netsilik band around Pelly Bay converted to Christianity.
These two factors, the acquisition of rifles and steel traps and the arrival of the missionary
produced profound social, economic and ideological changes among the Netsilik affecting the
whole of their culture. Let's examine now how the Pelly Bay band reacted to these
acculturative pressures around the 1950s. Seal hunting at the breathing holes with the
harpoon implied definite collaborative patterns; all able bodied men had to hunt together or
starve together. Following the introduction of the rifle an entirely new sealing method was
adopted; seals were hunted at the ice edge, that is in open water, in the northern part of
Pelly Bay where strong currents do not allow the winter ice to consolidate. The hunter stood
right at the ice edge and as soon as a seal surfaced to breathe it was shot in the head and
pulled from the water with a canoe. This hunting method was highly efficient and a single
hunter could kill several seals in a day. With an increased supply of seal meat the Netsilik
were enabled to keep large dog teams pulling bigger and heavier sleds made from imported
wood. This greatly extended the mobility of the Netsilik and the range of their hunting
expeditions. Consequently, group hunting at the breathing holes in winter was gradually
abandoned.
Caribou hunting was also affected by the introduction of rifles. The Netsilik did not have to
lay in ambush anymore waiting for the migrating herds to reach the crossing places. At any
season, summer or winter, the hunters could reach the tundra for caribou and with the new
fast rifles exterminate whole herds. Intensive caribou hunting took place practically
everywhere in the Canadian North and very rapidly the caribou population declined
drastically. As a result, in the 1950s there were almost no caribou to be hunted in the Pelly
Bay area. As for musk-oxen which were relatively easy to kill even with spears, they
vanished completely from the arctic coast region and became an endangered species
protected by federal laws.
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The introduction of nets greatly increased the efficiency of fishing. Although the Netsilik
continued to gather at the stone weirs, in early summer and late fall they preferred to fish
with nets which were strictly individual property. Ingenious methods were devised even for
net fishing under thin autumn river ice. Fox trapping with steel traps never became a
strategic activity among the Pelly Bay band. In other arctic communities where the Hudson's
Bay Company had established fur trading posts the Inuit spent most of the winter trapping
intensively, using up to 200 steel traps per hunter. At Pelly Bay trapping remained
subordinate to hunting. When my informant Itimangnark, went seal hunting to the deep ice
edge, he placed five or six traps along his path. On his way back he checked the traps and
collected the foxes.
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The missionary built in the 1940s a small stone church and an adjoining trading post. At his
store he purchased fox pelts, seal skins and polar bear skins and sold ammunition, canvas for
tenting material, duffle for clothing in replacement for caribou furs, tea, tobacco and
various sundry items. Since no boat could reach Pelly Bay, all imported supplies, now vital
necessities, had to be brought in on sleds from the Repulse Bay settlement on the western
coast of Hudson's Bay. Bigger items like wooden canoes were purchased at the HBC store at
Spence Bay and carried to Pelly Bay on sleds.
These changes in the technological equipment and subsistence activities of the Pelly Bay
Inuit had far reaching effects in other aspects of culture. First, the settlement pattern of
the band was profoundly transformed. Anciently, the band stayed together at the winter
sea ice camp while in summer the families spread over the tundra in small units. Following
the establishment of the mission center, most Pelly Bay families settled around the mission
with only men going alone on hunting trips. Thus the nomadic existence came gradually to an
end. Second, with rifle in hand, every family head became economically self sufficient. The
traditional collaborative patterns disappeared together with the seal meat sharing
partnerships. Every hunter owned the game he brought home. The social integration of the
band was greatly weakened and the individual family emerged as the basic socioeconomic
unit in all seasons. The final result was an atomization of society. Third, with fur trapping
and increased reliance on imported goods, the Pelly Bay band was integrated into the market
economy and became dependent on the local store.
The most drastic changes in the field of social organization were introduced by the Catholic
missionary. Following regular preaching and continuous personal influence, the missionary
succeeded in suppressing all practices of female infanticide and senilicide. This quickly
brought to a balance the sex ratio between men and women. All young men could find wives
and there was no need to steal women or to murder a husband in order to marry his widow.
The missionary firmly established monogamous marital stability as a rule and eliminated
polygyny together with all illicit sexual arrangements. Very quickly these Inuit learned to
behave as good Christians.
In the areas of religion and myth, the changes were equally profound. Taboo was the first
block of local belief to collapse. It is true that the innumerable taboos observed by the
Netsilik were a heavy load to bear. They quickly abandoned most ritual prohibitions,
apparently with no regret. Considering that the taboos were the cornerstone of local
religion upon which most beliefs in supernaturals, ritual actions, and shamanistic practices
rested, the whole religious structure collapsed. Amulets disappeared, the old myths were
forgotten, and shamanism was considered as a devilish activity. And since the drum was
vaguely associated with the office of the shaman, all drum dances were suppressed by the
missionary. Yet in traditional times the shaman provided an explanation of things
extraordinary together with some form of leadership in moments of crisis. These functions
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were taken over by the missionary who became the community leader in matters social and
religious. The Inuit attended Mass every day and recited prayers regularly. Although the
Netsilik were unable to grasp the deep significance of Catholic dogma and ritual, the
intellectual atmosphere in the community became gradually and rigidly enframed by the
periodicity of Catholic ritual.
It is clear that during this period of relatively slow yet profound sociocultural change,
practically all aspects of culture were affected. The acculturative process was planned by
the missionary who consciously followed a blueprint for action. The main reason for the
missionary's success was due to the fact that there were no other resident Euro-Canadians
in the settlement. As principal agent of social change, the missionary was able to proceed
selectively; he accepted innovations only as far as they fitted his program. Undesirable
external influences could be rejected. In the mid-1950s, a DEW line station was
established, not far from the missionary settlement. Other than improving communication,
this had only minimal impact on the acculturative process, since the Netsilik were
discouraged to fraternize with the station residents. The missionary cumulated the
functions of religious leader, trader, teacher, and government agent. His authority remained
unchallenged until the middle 1960s.
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Until the late 1950s, the Canadian government had remained markedly indifferent to the
fate of these Inuit. It is true that in many northern settlements RCMP constables were
stationed. The mounties conducted a patrol to outlying camps once a year, distributed some
medicine to the sick, and issued relief in small amounts to the destitute. Although the
official reason for the RCMP being there was to apply the law, there were hardly any
criminal cases to be investigated. For all practical purposes, the Inuit were considered to be
wards of the HBC and the missions.
In the 1950s, the Canadian government established the Department of Northern Affairs.
One of the major aims of the new Department was to integrate the northern people into the
mainstream of Canadian life. The Inuit were to be provided as soon as possible with most of
the basic opportunities, amenities, and services enjoyed by southern Canadians, namely a
variety of salaried jobs, decent and warm housing, electricity, a regular water supply and
some kind of sewage system, fully equipped schools, medical facilities, and an amiable
administration to guide the people on the road to civilization. Vast sums of money were
invested by the government in achieving these objectives. Let's examine now the results of
this dynamic policy in Pelly Bay.
In 1963, the decision was taken to construct a federal day school at Pelly Bay, comprising
one classroom for all elementary grades, plus living quarters for the teacher and his local
assistant. The building was quickly erected at great cost, since all building
materials had to be air freighted. Two electrical generators were added. In the next two
years, the whole area around the old mission site was transformed into a construction camp,
at least during the summers. The old missionary was replaced by two young priests who
together built a new mission house. Finally the government provided building materials to the
Inuit for the construction of family houses consisting of three bedrooms, a kitchen-living
room, and a toilet. The project was successful and, within two summers, there was not a
single igloo to be seen at Pelly Bay. Soon a nursing station appeared together with a large
general store, several warehouses, and a community hall. An all-weather airstrip was an
essential addition to the construction and development program. The material basis of the
community changed drastically and the Pelly Bay settlement, seen from outside, increasingly
resembled a modern city suburb.
The social changes that took place at the same time were no less important. The day school
probably was the one single institution that affected most deeply the life of the Pelly Bay
Inuit. All boys and girls between the ages of seven and fifteen attended the elementary
grades combined within one classroom unit. Courses were conducted exclusively in English
and included, besides language instructions, rudimentary notions of.calculus, geography and
science. Soon another classroom was added and a second teacher arrived to teach the upper
elementary grades. Students who wished to pursue their general education further were
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sent to boarding school at Inuvik, in the Western Arctic, and boys who wanted to be trained
in one of the trades went to various southern vocational schools.
Continuous instruction in English contributed to make English the preferred language of
communication among youngsters. With fluency in the dominant language followed a new
openness for things of the donor culture. Various new mannerisms, clothing styles, games,
food tastes, and numerous other behavior patterns belonging to the dominant culture
acquired prestige in the eyes of the younger generation and were eagerly borrowed.
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Epilogue, 1989
Particularly fascinating appeared to be the technical gadgets which are a distinctive
peculiarity of Euro-American culture. The young Inuit began accumulating tape recorders,
record players, radios, motorcycles, snowmobiles, and so on. The generation gap at Pelly Bay
quickly became a cultural gap, with the younger generation speaking English and aping the
American way of life while the older generation continued to speak only Inuktitut and tried
to understand (with difficulty) the new way of boys and girls. It should not be forgotten,
however, that the school was responsible for unveiling the mysteries of civilization.
The Inuit's appetite for imported goods proved to be truly insatiable and the new store was
very important in satisfying this new demand. The new store, however, was no ordinary
commer¬cial establishment. It was a cooperative endeavor sponsored by the missionaries. It
was indicated previously that the HBC never established a trading post at Pelly Bay and,
consequently, the local mission had to engage in some trading activities. Following the recent
developments, the old mission store proved to be wholly inadequate and an entirely new
operation had to be envisaged. The Inuit settled upon the cooperative formula and created a
local co-op, to be owned and managed by the Inuit and for the Inuit. A young Inuk from a
neighboring community was appointed manager and several local men found employment
there. The Co-op proved to be a highly successful enterprise, bought the locally made
carvings and shipped them out for sale, imported a great variety of goods for sale in the
store, and obtained from government the contracts for water supply to the family houses
and refuse collecting. Most importantly, the Co-op acquired a four-engine airplane, a DC-4,
to fly in supplies and fuel oil, a vital commodity since all buildings were oil heated and oil was
used to operate the electrical generators. In a sense, the Co-op was the principal economic
integrator of the community and the mediating agency between the community, the
government, and the Euro-Canadian economic system in all matters of commerce and
economic enterprise.
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Despite the increased integration of the Pelly Bay community in the modern economic
system, hunting and fishing were not abandoned. These subsistence activities continued,
although in a different manner. Strangely enough, in recent years the caribou population in
the Pelly Bay area had greatly increased. This was due primarily to the fact that no inland
Indians and Inuit hunted the caribou any more in the Barren Grounds and near the tree line.
Left to themselves, the caribou reproduced rapidly and appeared in increasingly larger
numbers near the shores of Pelly Bay. Further, since snowmobiles were introduced, sledge
driving declined to the point of being completely abandoned. The sledge dogs consequently
disappeared from Pelly Bay. Caribou hunting with snowmobiles was a quick affair. Two
hunters with two snowmobiles could leave the settlement in the morning, drive quickly inland
to where caribou might be found, locate a small herd, shoot several caribou, load them on
small sledges pulled by the snowmobile and drive back home the same day. And since there
were no dogs to be fed, all the meat was consumed by the people. Some hunters even sold
caribou meat to the Co-op which was later purchased by the permanent job holders in the
community. With a good supply of caribou meat, seal hunting with rifles was gradually
neglected. There were several reasons for this. First, everybody preferred caribou to seal
meat, caribou meat being considered more tasty and tender. Second, seal oil had become
useless since there were no dogs to be fed and no soapstone lamps to be kept aflame. Third,
the ice edge where seal hunting was conducted was much further away than the near caribou
hunting grounds.
Fishing continued intensively as before, with nets. Fishing at the stone weir was completely
abandoned; nets, however, were placed both along Kellet River in the fall and all around the
settlement in the shallow waters of Pelly Bay. Fresh or frozen salmon trout remained thus
an important source of food.
Salmon trout abounded in such large quantities in the Pelly Bay area that the regional
administrator decided to establish a commercial fishery, providing the paint and paying the
Inuk tenant a fee to paint the house he was living in. The family had to pay only a nominal
rent of $14 a month. The Inuit could rely on a steady supply of caribou meat and fish for
food and, occasionally, some seal meat. Clearly the living conditions of the Pelly Bay Inuit had
improved enormously with each family enjoying obvious material security and comfort. Yet
the general desire for additional material acquisitions grew considerably and an increased
cash income was regarded as something essential. Many young and even older men found
employment locally: keepers for the school, the nursing station, and the generator plant;
workers at the Co¬op or at the airstrip; truck drivers for garbage removal and water
delivery; seasonal construction workers on various buildings, and so on. Many women and
several men became very active carvers of small soapstone figurines while older men like
Itimanguark engaged in the reproduction of traditional artifacts such as harpoons and
kayaks for various museums and private collectors.
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And, of course, family allowances and old age pensions remained as a steady source of
income. With cash in hand, the Inuit could buy expensive clothing, snowmobiles, gas, and
gadgets of all sorts, as well as some imported foods such as bread, eggs, and fruit. Disease
was not to be feared either. The resident nurse visited periodically all the local families and
was constantly available for any emergency situations. In case of difficulties, the nurse
could telephone the doctor in the regional hospital and call for an airplane to evacuate the
patient. A boy, six years old, had his fingers caught and scratched between the two school
doors. He was evacuated by plane for X-rays and further treatment. It is clear that even
minor injuries (which in the past would have been barely noticed) get immediate attention at
present.

Pelly Bay is not a truly "autonomous" community. It depends on government subsidies and
services. If the government stopped its regular supply of oil, igloos would have to be
constructed immediately. In a sense, the Co-op and the Hamlet Council have the task to
handle and distribute governmental funds, goods and services. Under the auspices of local
administration, the Pelly Bay Inuit have become wards of the government.

Taken from The Netsilik Eskimo, pp. 247-257
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